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University of Tennessee Law Library
Journal 12
Sept. 1927 - Aug. 1928
Monday, Sept. 26, 1927





First day of registration (Ayres Hall)
Made shelf cards for periodicals, went over inventories Tenn. material. Helped grad.
student (Univ. of Chicago) find material for thesis on Tenn. school laws. Mr Payne took out
1 book. Mr. Egerton sent his partner Mr. Doughty to get him 1 vol.
1:30 - 4:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker called + went over schedule. Spoke to her about truck driver leaving things on
newell [sic] post instead of bringing them up. Said she would see that he was told not to.
Switchboard for electric lights painted gold - looks fine! Miss Baker thinks we might stop
counting student readers but count bar library members and lawyers not bar library
members and count no. of questions looked up by library staff. Had phone call from John
Burnett to look up citation of Tenn case. Worked on report.
Tuesday, Sept. 27, 1927
9 - 12.15 H. H. Turner
9 - 4:30 – C.F. Heiskell
Returned to work from my vacation. Looked over accumulative mail and business of K. B.
Library Ass'n. Wrote some business letters. Made set of rules for Miss O. to have printed.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truck driver delivered books. Three bar members. 1 grad student working on thesis. Estes
Kefauver — ex-student, visitor. Worked on rules — directions for H. H. T. put away books
final adjustment
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Wednesday Sept 28, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Showed library to several freshmen. Made notice for bar library. Studied inventory + libr.
guide. 1 grad student.
8:30 -11:30 C. F. Heiskell
Shelved books. Looked after making out and directing envelopes for bills for dues of K. B.
Library Ass'n members.
1 - 5:30 P. M. Worked on bills. Several students in also 1 grad. student working on thesis.
6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
First evening opening. 4 users: 3 students, 1 visitor (grad. student) Lights in West end of
bar libr. refused to operate. [Mr. Baker explained about switches. all right now]
Circulation 2
Thursday [Sept. 29, 1927]
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Attendance
3 Fac.
1 grad student, Mr. N. B. Morrell
Circulation
1
8:30 - 1 P.M.
C. F. Heiskell
Waited on some of faculty and students also on member of B. L. A. Spoke to Mr. Baker about
some Library service. Tested all lights - look in Reading room and stacks. No one in Reading
room from 12 - 1 P. M.
1 - 5:30 P.M. [E. L. Ogden]
Copied schedule. Looked up information about books for purchase wanted by Mr. Wicker.
Put away advance sheets of reporters. Arranged by phone with Lawson McGhee Libr. for
exchange of Bar Ass'n Reports. Looked up data on bar ass'n reports for reply to letter
referred by Miss Baker. Mr. Wicker, Mr. Morrell, 2 students - advised one on reading. Also
Mr. Witham. Phoned Miss Williams about Tenn. Acts. 1927. NBM said "Public " are out.
Asked also about Miss Baker's copy of the schedule for law libr. but she was out.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Had few (2 ) students one instruct. and one member of K. B. Library all used library – Three
telephone calls wanting information.
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Friday Sept. 30, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Helped freshmen with choice of books + showed them libr. Studied inventories. Read The
Problem of proof new ed. Took down + arranged Eng. reports from Bar libr.
1 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
5 students used Library this afternoon, helped some of them find their subjects. Stamped
and registered some new books for K.B.L.A. Got bills ready for mailing. Conference room
used for faculty meeting at 4:30 – Dean McDermott – Messrs Witham, Wicker and Payne
present. Grad student worked on thesis.
7 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Kept libra Got 1918 Tenn bar Ass'n Rpt. from Lawson McGhee in exchange for 1923.
They have also 1909, 1911-1915, which we lack and might exchange for other Tenn. docs. if
Miss Baker authorizes. Did this in A.M. Got Miss H. to show some of work for Bar Libr. Ass'n
– and from 2:00 - 5:00 used typewriter copying report while Miss H. kept library. Used
typewriter in Tenn. Law Review room.
6:30 - 9
Three (3) students worked in Library also the Grad. student. Helped one of the students to
look up a point. C. F. H—
Saturday Oct. 1st ‘27
8 - 11 C. F. H.
Six students using Library at opening hour. One girl also used Library this a.m. Grad.
Student worked on thesis. Mr. Witham also used Library. Mr. Wicker put "Conduct of
Lawsuits" in Library (his own copy) for use of students – said the Juniors could withdraw it
for a period of 3 days and if kept out longer would be subject to the usual fine for such text
books. 8 students at time of leaving.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Copied names of members of Bar ass'n, addresses +c. Helped student find cases in Ky
reports. A large number of students used library although new ruling hasn't gone into
effect.
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Monday, Oct 3rd 1927
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Opened promptly with ten (10) students and one Grad. student. Very evident that the
Faculty in making of new rule that the students should register their hours spent in Lib. did
a most wise thing. Had a note from Miss Baker in which she enclosed new schedule. Mr
Baker (janitor) brought a man in to see if he could get the spots off linoleum left by the
painters last summer. Helped several of new students find books and subjects also
assisted Mr. Payne in looking up matter in Code.
9:30 - 17 students
Inquiries for Morgans "Introduction to Study of Law." Mr Payne said it was on list to be
ordered, said he would leave his copy here at desk and it could be used in R. R. Judge




10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
At Mr. Witham's request gave him notice in regard to freshmen signing library cards.
Worked on list of bar ass'n members.1 lawyer.
Read in Introduction to the Study of Law loaned by Mr. Payne. Helped student. Conferred
with E. L. O. + C. F. H.
11 am. - 5: 30 p.m. E. L. Ogden.
11 - 12 - Conferred with CFH and HHT in Libr. Office. Very few students at that hour.
Discussed - cleaning books; mending; statistics; and work generally.
11 - 12 - went over details of various things with HHT. Fairly settled that HHT will be
official copyist and label writer; Miss Heiskell mender, for present HHT will see to advance
sheets when they come from Univ. Libr., will look after bulletin board, unbound periodicals
and shelves generally in reading room, also reading room desk and Univ. law libr.
supplies. HHT will also follow up fines and overdue charges, and check up inventory lists
as often as needed. Miss Heiskell will keep the janitor up to the mark. Miss H. continues to
keep records accts +c + attend to the business of the Bar law library.
Wrote for Bar Libr. of Tenn. Proc. 1926, and mended + made notes from 1918 - looked up
information for Miss Bergen and miscellaneous. Truck brought 2 wire baskets from Main
Libr.- adv. sheets +c. Noted new circulation rules in pam. of information for students. 2
reference questions answered.
1:30 - 5 p.m. C. F. H.
Made credit of Library dues in register, looked over and straightened out early Alabama
Repts. Helped some of the students with questions.
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6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Made slips of portraits +obituaries for Tenn. Bar ass'n proc. 1918
4 students, 2 fac.
Tuesday, Oct. 4 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Received instructions from Dean Massey and Mr. Witham that “all buildings, classes and
activities would be closed by order of the President Wednesday at 11 until Thursday at 8
a.m. in respect to the governor with request to post same. Telephoned Miss Baker for
authority to do this.
Worked on list of members of Bar assn. Numbered English reports. Induced several
freshmen to register. Looked over periodicals + straightened out back nos. on shelves.
Helped student find case in U. S. reports. Helped another to find what he needed on
Equity. Invited group of freshmen to stop talking.
Helped another freshman to " browse around and see where we kept things." (agency +
personal property especially)
Showed a new girl around + explained things to her. New ruling keeps room 2/3 full nearly
all the time. Seniors inclined to be chatty. Directed another freshman to Tenn. reports. Had
quite a number of freshmen registering.
1:30 to 5 – C. F. H.
Helped a lawyer find some cases. Changed and shifted some of books in stacks so as to
make more shelf room for the new continuations coming in. Checked up dues of K.B.L.A.
received also checked and verified Sets of Reports in K.B.L.A. (also helped Miss Ogden in
trying to run down an English citation in Eq. in the set of English Repts. of Justice Sanford's
that are in Library. Had one lawyer in for books.
8 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Copied staff schedule in its final (?) state. Various routine matters. Decided that circulation
statistics should be kept on the calendar pad, that attendant on duty at night going over all
charge cards and counting those stamped on that date. Worked on annual report. Truck
came. Helped student locate English case (hadn't the original). Mr. Wicker put his copy of
Morgan Introduction to Law studies in the Library for students pending arrival of
purchased copy. Gave Miss H. guide to library to read. 1 lawyer came after Miss Heiskell
left.
6:30 - 9. C. F. Heiskell
Helped new girl student with points of reference also one boy, answered phone several
times. Seven students, 1 Instructor, 1 Grad student.
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Wednesday, Oct. 5, 1927
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Made copies of schedule, put away advance sheets.
Circulation
9 - 11. C. F. Heiskell
Received 154 Tenn. R. for K.B.L.A. - worked on Ledger. Put up some new books - helped one
of the Freshman with hunting up a reference. Read "Guide to Law Library."
Library closed at 11 for exercises at Jefferson Hall in honor of Gov. Peay and remained
closed the rest of the day.
Thursday Oct 6, 1927
8 - 10 9.15 H. H. Turner
Crowd began pouring in at 8:15. Finished schedules, + addresses of members of Bar Ass'n.
Went over inventory + shelf section 2,3, + display case. Couldn't find Karns Civil Gov. of
Tenn in Sec. 3.
9 - 1:00 – C. F. Heiskell
Looked over and answered mail for K.B.L.A. Helped some students in finding books and
cases. Judge McKinney of Ct. of App’ls used Library all A.M. also two of the members of
K.B.L.A.
2 lawyers, 1 judge Ct of App’ls
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Checked list of books submitted by a publisher to Tenn. Law Review in payment of
advertising. Checked this to show what U. of T. + what Libr. had of items listed. Worked on
annual report. Helped student find out what Pasch 39 Eliz meant— finally concluded it was
Easter term of court in the 39th year of Queen Elizabeth. Made out monthly report of book
statistics for Miss Baker, reporting for months of July, Aug + Sept. Telephoned Mr. Kirkman
Morris to ask whether he had asked Mr. Kirkman about doing something to shade west
windows from rain + sun. Mr. Morris said call Mr. Kirkman, which I did. Girl said she'd give
him message. Hope he will come. Have to move away from desk about 4 P.M. and keep all
west windows closed when there is a breeze to blow papers about and have to close all
windows when it rains.
6:30 - 9. C. F. Heiskell
Helped two or three students— had 8 working during the evening.
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Friday Oct. 7, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Revised list of members of Bar ass'n. numbered backs of Eng. reports comp. inventory sec.
4, 5, 6. Judge McKinney – helped him find S. W.
Helped student to use Nat'l reporter. Discussed case with Mr. Witham about which Dr.
Thaler of Eng. dept had consulted me over phone yesterday.
A good deal of noise outside of door required quieting tho' not sure of rights on the subject.
Grad. student absent, but his stuff left on table. Room fairly full + table in use. Students had
to work around his books + papers. Grad. student came at 9:40, made himself so (silently )
disagreeable that 3 students removed their books + papers elsewhere, his hat +c occupying
2/3 of space.
Read "How to study Law," loaned for students use by Mr. Wicker.
1:30 - 5 – C. F. Heiskell
Had one (1) member of K.B.L.A. in. Mended and sewed on loose leafs for putting in paper
editions of "The Leading Orators of Twenty-five Presidential Campaigns." Helped one
Freshman on hunting up a case. Grad. Student came in late.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on report, typing in Law Review room. Mr. Wicker reports that Review will ask in
payment of advts – Page on Wills (2 v., $20.00) and Cutler's Tiffany's form book ($10.00)
also 3 v. of Supreme Ct. Citations (Shepard's). Will not ask supplements as credits allowed
do not cover this.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Had five (5) students using Library during the evening. Outside of getting books for them
nothing exciting happened.
Saturday Oct. 8th 1927
8 - 11 A.M. C. F. Heiskell
Opening hour found eleven (11) students in Library. Spoke to Mr. Witham about the four
(4) students whose names are on the Library hour register and who had never signed for
time in Library, Mr. Witham said three (3) of them had registered off Law Course and one
had just returned to take up his work. have marked on register the 3 not here. Judge
McKinney of Sup. Court used Library this A.M.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Finished writing slips of members Bar Library assn. Inventory 7. comp. Helped 2 students.
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Monday Oct. 10th 1927 –
8 A.M. to 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Wicker brought in his copy of "Day in Court" and said the students could take it out for
a period of 3 days. 15 Students using library at open hour. The Grad. Student was on hand.
Had to speak to a class coming up to Library for loud talking on stairway.
10 - 1 - H. H. Turner
Came early. Went over inventories (Conf. room). Had conf. with E. L. O. + C. F. H. Man came
with truck. Copied inventory of books back of libr. desk (Section 5)
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Mended and shelved the set (or part set) of English Repts. belonging to Justice Sanford.
1:3 11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on books brought from Univ. Lib. and miscellaneous; also on annual report and on
"Guide to Library." 11-12 in conference, discussed noise on stairway + hall, reported by
HHT and CFH. also reported conversation with Miss Baker on Sat. She has made a new set
of rules for Law Libr, following Univ. rules as far as possible but changing wording and
provisions where law libr. conditions make them inapplicable. Miss B. and E. L. O. went
over together draft of rules made by Miss B. – She will have them typed. Staff will discuss
them further when they come. Miss B. will also write out procedure for overdue notices
and for reminder of fines. Law staff will try plan of clipping to ledger with each student's
name a reminder of unpaid fine. If the system does not work it can be changed. Staff also
agreed to keep all unbound periodicals together — not latest numbers on the display case
and C. F. H. took them off and made space for new ones. Had to retire the "Owl" and
"Rescript" to the Libr. Office — top of stacks. Also reported in conference Miss Baker's
statement that U. of T. mending materials are not to be used for Bar Library materials. Staff
thinks taking up matter with Dean McD. will be most effective. Spoke to Mr. Witham about
noise in hall + stairs. He will attend to it.





Mr. Payne used 4 Bar libr. vols in office + kept 2 over night. Had to call Mr. Brooks + Mr.
Carter down for talking + laughing.
E
P.S. Forgot to mention that I spoke to Miss Baker Saturday about the need of a new library
stamp. She said she would have one made and send it. Also said she would send a "fine
calculator."
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Tuesday Oct. 11, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Finished cop. inventory Section 5. comp. inventory Sec. 8, + looked over Sec. 2. to be sure
every thing was in right place.
Put fresh nos. on some Ala. reports (Bar Ass'n libr). Helped student find ref to workmen's
Compensation act.
Went over inventory of part of libr. office. (1st section.) Truck came with advance sheets +c.
Mr. Goodfriend , alumnus
“ Hugh Simpson, “
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Looked after Reading room while Miss Ogden finished up work in Law Review Room. Did
several small Library jobs. Miss Baker gave me Library rules at lunch hour to bring to
Library. Miss Ogden put one in Display case and I fixed the other copy along with Schedule
of Library Hours in binder to be kept in lower left hand drawer of desk.
[H. H. Turner]
Finished typing annual report. miscellaneous. Helped Mr. Simpson look up federal statute.
6:30 to 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Five students use Library this p.m. Had Mr. Simpson to register by card as he was not on
card list. Helped two students look up some books and references. Grad. student failed to
be on hand. 83 English Rept. missing from shelves - no notice found for taking out.
Wednesday Oct 12, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Room well filled most of a.m. Went over inventory in libr. office. Marked Ala. reports.
83 Eng. Reports missing at 10.15
2 judge
1 lawyer.
9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. C. F. H—
Judge McKinney Supp.[sic] Ct. used Library this a.m. English Rept. 83 wasn't accounted
for at closing time asked Mr. Witham if he knew anything about it. Had three students to
sign registration cards. Judge Jones came and held first session of Moot Court upstairs.
Later, took another looking around for 83 English Rept. and found it where someone put it
in wrong place.
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6.30 - 9 - H. H. Turner
6 students, 1 grad. Helped find material in Public Acts 1829.
Thursday Oct. 13, 1927
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Finished inventory of reading room library office. Worked on Ala. Reports
9. to 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Helped several of students in finding their cases
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Key to return a Bar Lib book. otherwise no one in but faculty and students + grad —
about 4:30. Asked Mr. Baker to turn off radiator back of desk. He leaves key in it now so
we can turn off + on ourselves. Mr. Witham reported he had seen Dean McD about getting
Tenn Supreme Ct briefs. Said Dean did not think it worth while as they are not often
printed and very informal besides. Gave a copy of letter asking to have books ordered. E. L.
O. made copy to keep in Libr. Mr. Wicker said Dean does not think much of the revision of
Prichard on Wills and say changes are not worth price of the book. His firm will not buy it.
Worked on Guide to Libr. which worked on also Sat. yesterday afternoon in Univ. Libr.
Wrote six five letters to ex-students trying to trace Clark's Outlines for Review. Mr. Wicker
says there will be another faculty meeting soon to decide on books to be ordered. Got new
supply of Lib letter head, second sheets and envelopes and scratch pad at Univ. Libr. Sat.
Wed. + brought them to Law Libr. Grad d [. . .]
6:30 to 9 C. F. Heiskell
4 students, 1 Grad. student, one Instructor.
Friday, Oct. 14, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Read Guide to Library. Went over inventory of vols. in stacks alcove. Put fresh nos. on Ala.
reports. Helped student with Amer. decisions. Straightened Sec. 2. Truck driver came
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished work on Guide to Library. listed pams; asked Mr. Witham about showing
freshmen around libr.– said he would arrange it – probably next week.
6:30 to 9 C. F. Heiskell
5 students. Nothing of any moment happened. helped some in getting books.
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Saturday Oct. 15th 1927
8 to 11 A. M. C. F. Heiskell
Had four students at opening hour and more came in later. The Grad. student reported he
would not be with us until Monday as he was working over at Main Library. Judge
McKinney used Library during morning. Looked up some books and citations for students.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Helped student find case in English reports. Two books of Mr. Wicker's (3 days’ use) over
due.
Copied inventory display case. Tiffany on Sales Real Property missing at closing time.
Monday, Oct. 17th 1927
8 to 12 C. F. Heiskell
Eight boys were in Library at opening hour. Judge Grafton Green, Chief Justice of Tenn Sup.
Ct. used Library this A.M. Helped students find books also showed two how to look for
sections in Code. Collected fines off Messrs. Jones + Simpson.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Finished copying inventory of display case. Went over rules sent by Miss Baker, with E. L. O.
and C. F. H., especially in connection with new requirements in regard to fines. Continued
lettering numbering state reports in bar library.
1:30 to 5 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Mended some of the books in U. Law Library, wrote to Alabama Law Review, also California
Law Review about some missing numbers.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference of staff 11-12 - mostly on subject of fines + rules. Must ask Miss Baker for more
explicit instructions - she said she would write them out for us, but they have not come yet.
Investigated ink-filling station reported out of order - seemed to work well enough, but
took out ink bottle + cleaned it up some. Spilled some ink in process which will not pay for.
Worked on cat. cds. Mr. Grad. student says he will be working in Univ. Libr most of the
week.
6.30 - 9 - H. H. Turner
Only 2 students. 1 to study, 1 to read paper.
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Tuesday, Oct. 18, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Went over inventory of Tenn. reports and straightened Bar Assn shelves. Continued
numbering state reports. Straightened periodical shelves.
Helped student.
“ ” in English reports. Complication about Tiffany on Real
property. Mr. Payne says he brought it back yesterday but put it in (wrong) place himself.
All 3 vols finally discovered. Numerous calls having been made for it. H. H. T. (tactfully?)
suggested he leave books on desk + report return of same. Mr. Cox, alumnus, called hoping
to use Bar libr. but had to be refused as he didn't belong to ass'n. More students than usual
asking for books. Mr. Witham much upset over non appearance of Univ. truck driver. A
second year student asked H. H. T. for a “remedy for a cold in the eyes like she gave a fellow
last year." Promised to bring tomorrow.
1:30 to 5 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Wrote to Dakota Law Review for Vol. 1, no. 2 of Review. Numbered some of the volumes of
Am. Reports.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on cat. cards. Helped student find an English case. Truck driver came.
6:30 to 9 C. F. Heiskell
Helped student find Corpus Juris and its section markings. 4 students
Wednesday, Oct. 19, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Alphabeted [sic] cat. cards. Went over inventory sec. 1, 3. Numbered state reports in Bar
Libr.
9 - 11.30 A.M. 1 - 5:30 P.M. C. F. H.
Numbered some of the St. Reports, mended a few books. Helped students.
6.30 - 9 P.M. H. H. Turner
4 students used the library.
Thursday, Oct. 20, 1927.
8 - 10, H. H. Turner
Comp. inventory sec. 5. Went on lettering Bar ass'n reports.
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9 to 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Received Bar Ass'n Proceedings of Texas ‘46 session – Attended to some of K.B.A. business
with President Mr. Andrews. also looked after some of the bills and marked some of the
Reports. Helped one member of K.B.L.A. hunt up some references and acts in U.S. Comp.
Stat. Grad student worked for a short time then left for Main Library
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Library almost deserted. 3 students + Mr. Wicker the total + sometimes none. Hear there
was a ball game. On Wed. at Univ Libr asked Miss Baker about flash light battery. She said
buy it with fine money and take a receipt. Turn in receipt with fine money eventually. E. L.
O. can't see to it before Monday so won't take it now. Receipt blank herewith. Also asked
about brush for marking books— Univ. Libr. hasn't any. Got 2 pencils, no. 2 + no. 3 – the
latter for use with catalog cards. Mr. Witham brought up questionnaire of Ass'n of Amer
Law Schools wanting very detailed information about sets in lib. + no. of vols. Did not finish
a first draft of replies. Asked Miss Baker also about fines in case a book were taken out Fri.
night due Sat. 9 AM not brought back till Mon. 9 AM. She said Dean Massey says make it
strict counting hours nights + Sundays. Which I did showing result – Up to 10 a.m. Sat.
25¢
10 a.m. Sat. - 10 a.m. Sun. 24 hrs.
10 a.m. Sun. - 9 a.m. Mon. 23
47 x 5 = 235 +.25 = $2.60
and when I exclaimed, she said "You might consider the cost of the book" – but anyhow the
rule is as above 5¢ for every hour night or day. Hope nobody will ever keep a book over
Sunday again–
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Rushed down without finishing my dinner with this result: no one in until 6:50, then only
one student then later Mr. Payne came in for a minute or two.
Friday, Oct. 21, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Attendance
Comp. inventory sec. 6,7, 8. Looked at Tenn reports + display case, period. shelves, marked
K.B.L. reports. Helped student find case in Amer. decisions. Mr. Wicker says that the books
he has placed in circulation, for 3 day periods, are for seniors only. Some Judge
(apparently) to use S. W. Truck came with books +c. Gen. Cates sent dues to B.L.A. and
borrowed vol.
8 C. J. missing at noon. Found out of place.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on questionnaire of Ass'n Amer. Law Schools. Made note of shelf measures for Miss
Baker. Asked 4 shelves - 51 ½ x 9 ½ x ½ and 1 shelf 56 ⅛ x 9 ½ x ½ . The 4 will be a tight
squeeze, but Miss H. helped calculate + we think they will go in. Rec'd signholder for display
of single book with printed signs. Phone in Libr. out of order. Mr. Witham's OK. He reported
it.
1:30 to 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on K.B.L. Ass'n part of questionnaire, also index to Illinois Law Review vol. 22,
no. 3
6:30 to 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Both 26 Harvard Law Review and 29 Yale were wanted by student and I could find no
charges for same. Helped some of them to find the books wanted. 5 students used Library.
26 Harvard was returned. One student but never registered. At closing time there were 8
students using Library.
[Saturday,] Oct. 22nd 1927
8 to 11 A.M. C. F. Heiskell
Asked Mr. Wicker about 29 Yale Law Journal he said Library did not have a copy that he
had one that was his private property. Helped students in finding books and also a member
of K.B.L.A. came in for help.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Copied list of Passages in Univ. Mag Record v. 50, no. 9.
Went over inventory stacks in alcove. Mr. Chambers brought back Mr. Wicker's book 24
hrs. late, but pleaded illness. Phoned Miss Baker. She said if Dean Massey would accept
excuse it would be recognized by her, but to call him up. He said if Mr. Chambers would
report to him he would send statement for us to file. Mr. Chambers said he would do so. Tel.
man came + repaired phone.
[Monday] Oct. 24th ‘27
8 - 12 noon C. F. Heiskell
The usual Monday morning rush. Students wanting the same books — certainly will have a
"claims rush" for the first hour. Grad. student came in later. One student sat down to Grad's
special table; after giving him (the student) several hard looks that the former never paid
any attention to, he, "Mr. Grad" settled down to his labors. To my mind he's a pill (?)
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10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference; finished copying index of subjects relating to Law dept. in Historical no. Tenn
mag. Put fresh nos. on vols. of K.B.L.A.
11:00 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Regular Monday conference. Not much business. We decided that any books of faculty left
in library for circulation in future would rank with 5¢ a day fine rather than 25¢ with 5¢ per
hr. for late return. Worked on cards till Miss Baker came with copy of questionnaire and
advice on how to fill out. Must keep notes on what was not counted etc. and a copy of final
answers. Asked Mr. Witham to see what he can do about shading transoms.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
3 students
1 grad. student who says he is glad to say he will be leaving in 2 weeks.
Tuesday, Oct. 25, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Helped student with C. J.
" " " Cyc.
Received note from Dean Massey dispensing Mr. Chambers from paying fine on account of
illness. Went over inventory Sec. 7. Straightened C. J. which were in wrong places. Put nos.
on K.B.L.A. vols. Helped grad. student find Tenn. Acts.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on Ass'n Amer. Law Libr. Questionnaire. Finished and turned in to Mr. Witham.
Phoned Miss Baker about closing Fri. She said OK Fri night if faculty + students did not
want it. Mr. Wicker + Mr. Witham said close – told grad. we would close Fri. night. Also
notified Miss Baker that freshmen were to be shown the libr. Wednesday about 10 A.M.
Worked on cards.
1:30 to 5 P.M. 6.30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Mended books all afternoon and looked over the finished questionnaire that Miss Ogden
had prepared. Had a full house for evening work and enjoyed it.
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Wednesday, Oct. 26, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Alphabeted [sic] and marked cards. Mr. Witham Wicker says any one who wishes can use
any of his books but to give preference to seniors. Mr. Witham conducted exam of freshmen
in library 8.45 - 10 + then departed. Miss Baker came at 10, read over the guide to law
library + approved using it. She made opening + closing speeches to freshmen, asking H. H.
T. to take them around library and explaining use of books +c. This was done with
cooperation of C. F. H. who then did the same in bar ass'n library. C. F. H. stated that E. L. O.
being in charge of law library + having prepared guide book, it was to have been her
privilege to show the library. Some showed much interest, and several expressed
appreciation at the way in which the business of showing the library was done. Miss Baker
said that she wanted copies of the guide typewritten for circulation. She also invited
students to go to Carnegie for legal novels +c. H. H. T. embraced opportunity to give little
talk on reserves and fines, explaining them, also books on display case +c.
Put nos. on cards in vols. 2 pencils borrowed for exam not returned.
9 to 11:30 C. F. Heiskell
As Miss Turner has fully covered the conducting of Freshman around Library will only add
that it was a very pleasant task and C. F. H. enjoyed her part of it and feel that it was a most
happy and instructive thought on part of Miss Ogden and C. F. H. will only repeat what she
said at the time of the opening of this sightseeing and explaining tour. "She was only sorry
that L.E.O. [sic] was not present to have the pleasure of conducting and seeing the success
of her thoughtful plan."
11 - 5:30 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Mended books and helped students all afternoon. Judge Jones came and held Moot Court.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Finished putting numbers in vols. 5 students.
Thursday Oct. 27, 1927
8 - 10, H. H. Turner
10 to 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Many asking as to Library hrs. for tomorrow and Saturday. Have assured all that with the
exception of Friday evening the Library would be open as usual. Answered many questions
as to hunting up of law questions and books. The Grad student rested from his labors by
taking a short nap. Several calls from University for Mr. Witham and Dean McDermott as to
tomorrow and Saturdays programs for the Home Coming and Teachers Ass'n. No students
in using Library from 11:30 to 1 P.M.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Grad. student - Mr. Buhl. – One book ret'd Bar Libr. Mr. Brooks and one student. More than
might be expected considering holiday tomorrow. Worked on cards.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
No students used the Library but C. F. H.l stayed on job and at 8 o'clock the Grad student
came in and up to closing hour. C. F. H. held the Library time limit alone.
Friday Oct. 28, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked books. Mr. Witham expressed surprise that library should be kept opened, but it
was well used by two 4 5 studious students. Slight complications cased by messenger
from Clerk of Courts requesting 101 Ala. from K.B.L. authorized by Mr. Fowler. As
authorization was not written, H. H. T. consulted Miss Baker who said some member must
be communicated with before any vol. could go out. As telephone was evidently much in
use there was much delay. And many lawyers were in court. Finally borrower messenger
used old phone and borrower communicated with Mr. Frank Fowler who called up and
ok'ed request. Miss Baker said all such should be in writing. Transaction took about 3/4
hour. Chief Justice Olsen, Municipal Ct. Chicago and Messrs. Wicker + Witham came to
library. Some arguments with Mr. Jones (senior) who wished to take out a vol. (Forms) at
once.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on cards. Three groups of visitors - one a law student at Univ. Va. wanted to look
up a particular case + see Va Law Rev. arts. Started to read Morgan Introd. to study of Law.
Chapter about books, clear, concise, seems about best we have. Good to refer students to.
Miss Heiskell and E. L. O. both helped show visitors. One group Mr. McAfee, Quintrell and
Hoskins (G.) Tried to get Mr. Q. to take out visiting membership in Bar Library without
success.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
With the exception of some visitors Miss Ogden and I had the Library to ourselves. I
worked first on straightening out the different Law School publications on periodical
shelves then went to the book mending business. preparing back for the Historical Edition
of U.T. magazine. Library was not opened from 6:30 - 9 p.m.
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Saturday Oct. 29th 1927
8 to 11 A.M. C. F. Heiskell
No Library users
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
2 users
Monday Oct. 31st 1927 –
8 to 12 C. F. Heiskell
Students rather slow in coming in to use Library this A.M., not recovered from two day
holiday of last week I suppose. Mr. Wimberly returned book that was three days overdue
and insisted on letting him speak to Miss Turner before he paid his fine as he said on
account of his eyes he had not been in classes since last Thursday.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Made another cop. of index of subjects relating to Law dept. for Historical No. Tenn. Mag. as
first had omissions. Exchanged hours with C. F. H., coming back 3 - 5 instead of 6:30 - 9.
In p.m. put nos. on back of Arizona and Ark. reports for K.B.L.
11am - 5:30 pm E. L. Ogden
Conference. Decided to write in pencil on book pocke date slip in back of books taken out
the date when due instead of stamping date taken out; decided also to date card same way,
but that seems on further reflection not to fit our scheme for counting circulation. Perhaps
needs further consideration. Truck man came. Attended to new books and worked with
cards. Helped student locate cases on assault + battery. Letter came from publisher asking
students addresses. Mr. Witham took care of it. Made new statement of shelves wanted
duplicating those asked p. 38 also asked one more 29 in x 9 ½ x ½ in for Sec. 2. Made out
monthly statement of books added.
6:30-9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Had the largest attendance of Library users since evening work began - 12 students and
two instructors. Night classes began on floor below very quiet tho.
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Tuesday, Nov. 1, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Took care of Advance Sheets + State rep. citations. Put nos. on backs of K.B.L. reports.
Re-read chap. in How to Study Law, taking a few notes for private use. Tel. Miss Baker in
regard to Mr. Wimberley's fine (having consulted Mr. Witham in regard to validity of
excuse). She said "remit" but added that we should have slips to paste in vols. abt to be
taken out on which to record date due to return, to be lightly pasted on fly leaf above
pocket, only fastened on the top. She said she would send down packet. Helped student
hunt up case in N.Y. reports. Mr. John Hudson came with huge armful of K.B.L. vols. which
he "would help Miss Helen by putting away himself." Miss Williams telephoned from
Carnegie to enquire if we had yet received Law Libr. rubber stamp. Helped student with
American reports. Large attendance. Very quiet and studious.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on cards. Let student take Bogert on Trusts at 5 P.M. for overnight as we have two
copies and it isn't for an assignment to whole class. Pinned notice of book due to Mr.
Chitwood's page. Saw Mr. Morton hadn't been here since 19th. Mr. Witham will see if he is
in class tomorrow.
6:30 to 9 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on book (surgery) mending, did not have as many using Library this evening as did
last.
Wednesday Nov. 2, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Alphabeted. Marked books. marked vols. in K.B.L. Mr. Morton forgot book, will bring
tomorrow. Went over inventory sec. 2.
1 to 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on books. Helped Grad Student find some Tenn. cases. Also helped some of the
students. An old student, Howard Anderson (1920) came in to look over the Library and
was greatly interested. Introduced him to Mr. Witham.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
8 students, Dean, + grad. stud. Marked vols. K.B.L. reports.
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Thursday, Nov. 3, 1927
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Numbered K.B.L. reports comp. inventory, sec. 5.
10 to 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Mended books - helped students. Truck man came from Main Library bringing books and
took back some. Helped several students also one to look up English case in Common Pleas.
Some K.B.L.A. members to use Library, quite a busy morning.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Received from Mr. Witham copy of his reply to Ass'n of Amer. Law Schools Questionnaire.
Compared + annotated + copied original questions for 2 sets - one sent Miss Baker, the
other filed in "Libr. Rules + Miscellaneous" of desk. Mr. W. says U. of T. Law ranks 26 in
the Ass'n – of 62 members. Attended to new books, cards and miscellaneous.
6:30 to 9 C. F. Heiskell
Had several students in but nothing of a startling nature happened.
Friday, Nov. 4, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Arranged cards by nos. Numbered K.B.A.L. reports. comp: inventory 6 + 7.
Read Copy of Questionnaire sent Ass'n of Amer. law schools. Room well filled most of a.m.
but everything quiet. Pasted citations in Nat'l reporters, + took care of Advance Sheets.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Cards + miscellaneous.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Worked on mending books all afternoon. Not many Students in this evening, only 8 in all
Saturday Nov. 5th 1927
8 - 11 A.M. C. F. Heiskell
Being the last of the week and a football game in view, the Library did not have as many
seekers after knowledge – on Law points – as usual, only opened the door to nine (9)
regular Law College Students and the ever ready Grad (?). Looked over "The Art of
Cross-Examination" find it very interesting. See Mr. David Powers has been elected as
President of freshman law class, Mr. Huddle vice president, and Mr. Elmore Sec. + Treas.
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10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Inventory of libr. office. Found 2 shelf labels out of place. (banking and assignments.)
Tenn. reports. Marked K.B.L.A. vols.
Monday Nov. 7th 1927
8 - 12 a.m. C. F. Heiskell
The usual Monday morning rush with a full attendance. Several needed help on finding
books and citations. Conference room used 10-11 by Messrs. Boyd and Dene [?].
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Left glasses at home.
11- 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference - Discussed holidays. Miss Baker reports Armistice day not a holiday until
announced. Smelled smoke in conference room. Clipped notes to register of last users
saying "desk attendant would like to speak to them before they go." Began putting location
marks on cat. cards. Mr. Witham brought Ind. Univ. studies 69 - gift from pub. (solicited).
Marked for Payne, Wicker, Heiskell, Turner before sending to be catalog'd. Mr. Wimberley
says Art of cross exam. not by Wellman recommended but not required - 24 in class. In
conference discussed period of circulation to be allowed on several new books. Put "Guide
to Library" on Display Case.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Read part of Indiana Univ. Studies 69 after discussing its value with Mr. Payne. Marked
K.B.L. reports. 5 students and several visitors from downstairs.
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Numbered K.B.L. reports. Read Ind. Univ. Studies 69 (most interesting) - Comp. inventory of
alcoves + Tenn. reports, + display case. Mr White (member of K.B.L.A.) wanted to take vol.
S.W. into court. Both student claimed they didn't smoke yesterday in Conf. room. One
started to + the other reminded him of rule. More or less excitement over Vand. game, +
some noise in hall.
Mr. Witham announced that a picture and description of College of law U. of T. was in the
"Law Student" for Nov. (taken from the U. of T. record); also that there would be no classes
held after 10 o'clock on Satu Friday but that he hadn't heard anything about library
closing". Mr. Witham + H. H. T. tried to help grad. student who after vigorous labor decided
that he would have to go back to Chicago to find material. Mr Frank Fowler came after a
book package which had been left for him.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truck man came - cards + miscellaneous. All cards up to date, no requests for information
for Miss Bergen pending.
6:30 to 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Worked on book this afternoon also read some in Indiana University Studies on Anglo-Am.
Law – very interesting. Only one student besides the Grad up to eight o'clock when others
came in. Had a meeting of some kind up in Review room.
Wednesday, Nov. 9, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Helped Mr. Bass (alumnus). Mr. Bass, C. F. H. + H. H. T. helped a freshman look up a subject
of debate in Contracts class. (very interesting); put away advance sheets, went over
inventory of alcove. Made cards for portraits in C.J. + biogs in Ind. report; read Ind. report;
marked put nos marked 3 books; put nos. on backs of K.B.A.L. reports. Mr Lamar Rose,
alumnus, called to "look around". Read Penn. law review Nov.
9 to 11:30 – 1 to 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Noted the arrival of Columbia Law Review and Pennsylvania Law Review. Helped a student
find something in Digest. Worked on books. Mr. Payne brought in a visitor and showed him
thru the Library – didn't make him known to attendant at desk.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
5 7 pres. Made biog. entries in Indiana Univ. Stud. 69.
Thursday, Nov. 10, 1927
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Continued on same job as last eve. + marked K.B.L.S. [sic] reports. Miss Baker said that H.
H. T. should put up notice that libr. would be closed tomorrow at 10 a.m. + that books taken
out tonight at 8:30 must be returned Saturday at 8 9 am.
9 to 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Looked after some K.B.L.A. business, helped some of the students. Mr. Wicker brought in
his copy of "Art of Cross-Examination" for use in Library only. Copy of California Law
Review for Sept. came also two copies of Journal of Law and Public Utility Economics came
over from Main Library, entered all three of them in accession counts. Boys seem delighted
that the Library will be closed on the 11th. Helped student look up something in Code on
Post Mortems.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Found Truck man had been here. Man came to measure for new shelves asked + said he
was to estimate also on partitions in Secs. 4 and 5 so shelves will not be so long. Mr. Key to
get Bar Lib. books for Mr. Kennerly. Worked on location marks on cat. cards - slow work,
not much progress. Mr Witham says orders out for books cover $980 out of our $1000
appropriation. Let Mr. Seal take Benjamin on Sales 6th ed. as we at 5:00 as we had a later
ed. and other later works. Suggested to Mr. Brooks he might get an article for Tenn. Law
Rev. from grad on Tenn. School laws.
6:30 to 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Only three (3) students in Library this evening, everything around building very quiet as if
every one had like the Grad student "gone home to rest". This is what he told me he was
having to do when he stopped at desk to say he'd not return before Monday A.M.. Here's to
a pleasant holiday to us three!!
Friday, Nov. 11, 1927
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Part holiday.
Saturday, Nov. 12th 1927
8 to 11 A.M. C. F. Heiskell
At opening hour found the Library deserted and I began thinking possibly "the game" had
taken "this law in to its own hands" and we would check up "among the missing" at
closing hour but later two students came in and by ten o'clock several more had drifted in,
but I fear not much mind or thought on work. Several thought we should not have had
classes today. Collection fine (25 cts. from Mr. Brooks, put it in fine box.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Miss Baker wanted some vols. looked up in both libraries, (Whitney's land laws, Meigs
Digest v.1, 2, extra copies) also if books on floor of Bar assn library had been returned.
Monday, Nov. 14th 1927
8 to 12 Noon C. F. Heiskell
Had a full attendance when Library opened. All studious and quiet making up for lack of
study that last two days of last week when so much excitement was in the air.
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10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Went over inventories 1, 2, + display case. Conference. Marked nos. on K.B.A.L. vols.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference - nothing important. Read + noted reviews in law periods. not acce rec'd since
June. + made some cat. cds. for additional subjects. Man with truck came.
6.30 - 9. H. H. Turner
7 students, 1 alumnus, Mr. Gallaher '23, taking chair upstairs, Mr. Louis.
Tuesday, Nov. 15, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Helped Mr. White, once a law student now member of the K.B.A.L. Went over inventory in
Sec. 4, 5, straightened display case. Made slips for biographies in Art of Cross Examination,
rev. ed. until it was taken out. Assisted Mr. DeVault of K.B.L.A. Picked up 2 wads of chewed
gum under a chair.
109 Mass. missing or out of place. couldn't be found at noon.
1:30 to 5 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Kept Reading room while Miss Ogden inventoried stack of old law book brought down from
K.B.L.A. Mr. Witham brought in "Eugenical Sterilization in the United States" and a
Pamphlet of "Municipal Court of Chicago, Psychopathic Laboratory" which had been sent
to Law Library by Judge Harry Olson of Chicago Municipal Court.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on Bar Lib. collection still on floor (loans + not much-wanted material). Sent to
Main Lib. 2 cops. "The corporation, a codification of laws..., compiled by Ike Stevens 1917"
one for the Main lib. and one for the Law Lib. – to be cat'd + ret'd. Sent for cataloging also
Laughlin, Harry H. Eugenical sterilization +c. Found 109 Mass. pushed back of other vols.
6:30 to 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
No one in the first ½ hour. Then the Grad came in. Later the Students who were having a
meeting up in Review room came.
Wednesday, Nov. 16, 1927
8-1 H. H. Turner
Arranged labor bulletins +c. Dog kept howling (shut up in garage) and disturbed everyone.
Mr. Witham says if it keeps up tomorrow he will enter a complaint.
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1 to 5:30 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Not many using Library this afternoon and those who did seemed sleepy and several
indulged in naps - especially the Grad. Helped some in looking up cases in National
Rept's.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
6 present
Thursday, Nov. 17, 1927
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Leon Jourolman, Jr. alumnus. Prominent gentleman (I think rep. of Ass'n of Am. law sch.)
came with Mr. Payne but wasn't introduced. Rumor that he was due about now (Later
found this to be case.) Helped C. F. H. to show him around a little. Helped student with C.J.
Inventory libr. office. Helped grad. student.
9 to 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Had a roomful of students from 10 A.M. on to noon. Also had a representative of the
American Law School Association who seemed to be checking up on Library. Mr. Payne
brought him in to Library, later he came and asked C. F. H. several questions as regards the
questionnaire filled out in Oct. by L. E. O. [sic] – a copy of which he had with him. C. F. H.
answered as fully as she could for both Librarians but suggested he come back in this
afternoon when L. E. O. would be on duty and could explain more fully the University
Law Library part of it as she was the one to make that part out and filled in the combined
whole. Spent a very busy morning with this, Students to help, and several of the members
of K.B.L.A. in to work and help find cases.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Spent entire afternoon getting information for Inspector of Ass'n of Amer. Law Schools.
Wanted questionnaire annotated with to show what sets belonged to Univ., wanted
number of usable books in Reading room, wanted original reports in Engl. Reports -
Reprint, counted up. Corrected Law Libr. copy of reply to questionnaire to correspond.
Unsuccessful in identifying Engl. reports citation.
6.30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Six (6) students, one Instructor, + Grad. student using Library.
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Friday Nov. 18, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Helped 3 students with Engl. reports. Went over inventory in libr. office + sec. 6. 2
prominent lawyers, and a wounded ex-soldier came.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on Bar Libr. collection on floor. Got it off the floor temporarily - truck still full also
windowsill. C. F. H. helped - also took charge of RR while ELO in stacks. Got dustcloths from
Mr. Baker. Phoned Miss Baker that I would change her copy of reply to Ass'n Am. Law
School questionnaire to correspond with notes given inspector. Identified Engl. rept.
citation in Jacob’s Fisher's digest under subj. Cited in 87 Tenn 55 and as 6 Ex. Ch. (L.R.)7.
Found should be "Exch." in one word.
1 - 5 and 6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Worked over citation that Miss Ogden finally found should read as above given. Got Mr.
Baker to connect desk light to overhead drop light. Only four (4) regular students and Grad
using Library in evening.
Saturday Nov. 19th 1927
8 to 11 A.M. C. F. Heiskell
Found in looking over Card Register that Mr. Crosby had never signed up so I had him fill
one in with name and address. Helped some students.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Nov. 21st 1927 –
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Tudor returned Corpus Juris promptly. Helped a freshman in looking up reference for
book. Helped Mr. Waller look up English case. Grad student still seems tired and sleepy
this A.M. Mr. Parrott (?) with West Pub. Co. came in to Library to ask if he might have the
use of it during his course of lectures to students here on the use of "Law Books +c" C. F. H.
carried him around and showed him the arrangement of Library and he seemed very
greatly impressed with it.
10.30 -1 H. H. Turner
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11 - 1:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference: 11 - 12. Had account of staff meeting Saturday night. Worked on baned [?]
treatises +c Bar Libr.; Man came to show a loose-leaf "Business Law service," Mr. Wicker
+ Mr. Witham looked at it and discussed it with agent. Man with truck came.
6.30 - 9. H. H. Turner
Six students + Mr. Wicker
Tuesday, Nov. 22, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Went over inventories, straightened National reporters which were mussed up. Read new
books brought in yesterday. Rep. of West Pub. Co. talked with several students about use of
books. Man came about shelves. Students found it awkward about signing book when
they came in.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Judge Jones came in to see about some of the sets of books he had let Law College Library
use and he wanted them for his own use now. C. F. H. went down to lecture by Mr. Parrott
(West Pub. Co.) on mechanical use of Digest system.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden.
Found carpenter ready to work on shelves. Got Mr. Baker to help empty truck, then to
empty Sec. 4 + transfer Tenn. Gen. laws to Sec. 2. Put Fed. Stat. Annotated in Conference
Room as Judge Jones when asked said it would not be used now that we have the new Code.
Judge Jones said he would send for N.Y. rept. and British ruling cases some time soon.
Asked also for text books + told him we understood these were a gift + had had them cat'd.
So he said never mind. Said I would look up the original list + see what they were, but have
not done so yet. Asked Mr. Baker to keep any packing boxes that come to him and have
them ready for Judge Jones. Listed "loans" to Bar Libr. that they have been storing that
might be worth having in Univ. Libr. Put on slips for Miss Baker. Dean McDermott brought
Bul 10, Carnegie Foundation for advancement of teaching, The quality of the educational
process in U.S. and Europe. Sent to Carnegie Libr. with note asking whether it should be
cat'd.
6:30 to 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Rep. of West Pub. Co. helped students in Library most of the evening. Called up Miss Ogden
to ask how long the new books +c. could be kept out as some wanted to know.
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Wednesday Nov. 23, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked vols. of K.B.L.A. reports with Higgins drawing ink. Mr. Barbour (grad. student)
brought farewell gift of candy to staff. Miss Bergen called up to inquire about no. of vols. of
uniform sales act laws annotated. Made 2 more shelf labels for periodicals.
1 to 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Man finished shelves for periodicals and C. F. H. put them in place on shelves. Judge Jones
sent for two sets of his books that had been loaned to College Library – British Ruling Cases
and New York Ct. Appeals Repts.1-98 inclusive. Helped a student from History class of U. T.
find a citation they were assigned to look up and read in U.S. Supp. Ct. Dig. 1798-1800 –
found it in 4th Wheaton. Mr. Barbour the Grad Student left this afternoon for Nashville to
finish up his thesis. Came and said good bye and thanks for all for kindness shown him.
Several student and one member of Faculty wanted to know if Library would be open
to-morrow-Thanksgiving day.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
2 students only for a short time. Tidied desk, sorted supplies +c.
Nov. 25, 1927, Friday (Thursday Thanksgiving) –
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked reports in C.B.L. Mr. Frank Fowler used bar library. Collected 25¢ from Mr. Brooks.
Mr. Goodfriend brought proof sheets for law review.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished shifting; listed and put away H. Vandeventer Bus. Labor Bulletins; inspected
shelves to devise space for sets now ordered; decided to have space left by removal of N.Y.
reports and to shift no more till English reports come. Found section of shelving on 2d floor
that might be put in place of the one on East wall of Library. Shelves are 11 in. between +
will take periodicals and permit better arrangement; corrected inventory list for Judge
Jones' books removed and for Tennessee material shifted. A few items not yet decided;
corrected cat cards for new vols. of serials.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Only 2 students all the evening –
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Saturday, Nov 26th 1927
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Spoke to one of the students who I found using phone in office making an engagement with
a girl for a dance tonight. Reading room cold.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Worked same as yesterday.
Monday, 28th 1927
8 - 12. C. F. Heiskell
Not many students at opening hour. Library very cold. Had one of the students go down to
ask Mr. Baker to send up more heat. Will have Mr. Witham speak to him if it continues to be
cold. Later Library Reading room filled up with students at 9 A.M.
10.30 - 1. H. H. Turner
Made portraits cards for Wellman's Art of Cross Examination rev. ed. Put nos. on backs of
K.B.L.R.s. Began new shelf labels for periodicals.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference 11 - 12. C. F. H. told of lectures of West Pub. Co. representative - decided on
shelf labels for periodicals. After that cards + miscellaneous. Man with truck came. Spoke to
Mr. Baker about putting on shelf label holders sometime when few in library. Told him to
ask C. F. H. in case ELO was not here. At conference reported note left for Miss Baker Sat.
regarding exchange of shelves now on East wall (Sec. 8) for wider section now in study
room 2d floor which has shelves far enough apart to take periodicals. Decided when
English reports come, to put U.S. Appeals + Ct claims on top stacks + English reports in
place. Will also put old directories on top shelves stacks in alcove, + use their present case
for Public utilities reports if they will go in. Will put railroad cases on top stacks in
conference room. Consulted profs. about length of time for circulating new books and
marked book cards accordingly. Rec'd 1000 slips. Sat. left note with Miss Williams for 3
boxes thumbtacks.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Took care of advance sheets of Nat’l. reporters, pasted sheets in Title 11 Bankruptcy U.S.
Code Annotated. Make slips for period. shelves, numbered K.B.L. reports. Conference room
used in preparation for debate 8-9.
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Tuesday, Nov. 29, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Did the same tasks as yesterday. Advised freshman about collateral reading. Mr. Morrell +
Mr. Key came to use lib. + return books. Mr. Witham said he had spoken to Mr. Kirkman
about windows.
1:30 to 5 C. F. Heiskell
Stayed at Reading room desk while Miss Ogden arranged books in Stack room. One
member K.B.L.A. used Library this afternoon.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Shifted in K.B.L.A. stacks, exchanging location of Bar Ass'n reports with end of treatises so
as to have all old treatises together.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Changed nights with C. F. H. Mr Witham said he would rather staff didn't help students by
hunting up cases unless absolutely necessary. They should be "led to authorities" + then
left to do their own searching for citations as in that way alone they could learn self
reliance. He said it was kind of staff to help students + in desperate straits it might be
necessary but he agreed with the Dean that students should do their own work + hunt out
their own cases. (H. H. T. has been lectured once before by Dean in ‛22 on same subject.) He 
talked some time and then presented to libr. a pamphlet which had been distributed to
each student. "It's up to you, are you shaking up or rattling down?" Ralph Parlett. 9
students used library, + 2 faculty. Legal frat. overhead had a rather noisy meeting for a
short time.
Wednesday, Nov. 30, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked same as yesterday. Man painted transoms. Read Iowa law bullet review v. 12, no. 4.
Heard yesterday that Miss Baker was going to bring her cousin to see library in the next
day or two.
Later: Miss Baker came. Looked around stacks, +c. H. H. T. told her what Mr. Witham said
about helping students look up citations and she said she "absolutely commanded staff not
to do this"!!! Cousin (nice lady!) charmed with library. Miss Baker spent some time
looking about. Brought H. H. T. a bulb for her mother. Pleasant visit. Students studied
industriously and everything satisfactory.
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1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Moot Court was held this afternoon. K.B.L.A. members worked in Library most of afternoon.
Mr Barbour Grad student returned to work in Library. Grad student said he could find the
material wanted here better than in Nashville. Truck man from U. T.
6:30 - 5 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Not many Students as the storm may have kept some of them away. Mr. Jenkins from U. T.
was introduced by Miss Baker came over to hunt up some questions in Whitney Land
Laws of Tenn. for some out of town parties. Left his marks in book and said he'd return
tomorrow evening. Mr. Horace Van Deventer used Library. Spoke to him about Labor
Bureau Bulletin of his here - said we would write Dept. at Washington for Frank and return
to them, also said if we would let him know if there were any more of his books on top of
stacks he'll send for same and if he didn't have use for them would burn up.
Thursday Dec. 1, 1927
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday, + put away advance sheets
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Nothing to report.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Talked with Mr. Witham about shelving - He advises moving radiators and putting shelves
in sections between window. Miss Baker Saturday Wednesday at Main asked us to consider
putting in shelves to block window either on West side near Tenn. Reports or on East side.
Said more shelving would be necessary and she preferred to have additional cases put in
rather than exchange the old one for another. Also on Sat. Wednesday looked over old dups
discarded from Law Libr in 1926 before moving to see whether anything was worth saving
from relegation to waste paper collection. Picked out 1 vol of Standard Cyclopedia for
which Judge Ingersoll had written an article, also made notes of about a dozen others of
possible value. On Thurs. began to look these up and asked Mr. Wicker who said "no value."
Had phone from Miss Baker about material wanted in N.C. from Whitney's land laws. Began
to check up passages to see if they could be furnished in other form than Whitney Land +
reported to Miss Baker that Thompson's Bro. photographers, do photo stat work.
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Friday, Dec. 2, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Fixed Marked books with yellow cards signals, + fixed nos. on K.B.L.A. vols. Assisted Mr.
Jenkins to look up Tenn land laws. Read Iowa law rev.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Shifted. Phoned Miss Bergen to give message to Miss Baker that the North Carolina man's
material on Tenn. laws was mostly in Scott (2 v.) and Haywood + Cobb, v. 2. Mr. Jenkins will
call on her Sat. to learn her decision. Did not finish statement of Wednesday (in Main libr.)
to say that Miss Bergen inquired whether, if Miss Baker were willing, we would be able to
mark books of Public Utilities and English reports just received. I said we could paste in
bookplates too if she wished. Mr. Wells says there are 9 shelves of English and 5 shelves
(allowing for growth) of Public utilities. Shifting today was to make space for these.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Only three using Library this evening - weather too bad? Measured space for shelving.
Saturday Dec. 3rd 1927
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Library cold. Spoke to Mr. Baker about both heat and desk chair. Told him how to oil chair
and if he follows instructions hope the squeak will be remedied. Talked to some of the
students about work and books and explained the difference in the higher and lower courts
of some of the states.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Marked vols. in K.B.L.A.
Monday Dec. 5th 1927
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
As usual the Library was cold - am going to speak to Mr. Baker about making fire earlier on
Monday. Later decided to speak to Mr. Witham about the heat and he said he would have
Mr. B. look after it. Young student from History Dept. U. T. came for help in U.S. Supp. Ct.
citations. Had to speak to two of the students about talking and laughing.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference. Marked vols. in K.B.L.A.
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1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Did up some books Tenn. Laws (Scott's and Cobb) to be sent to N. Carolina. Dr. Harmer of U.
T. came in to see Foote's Bench and Bar of South and Southwest. One member of K.B.L.A.
worked in Library.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Shifted books and fitted pasteboard shelf covers. Miss Baker phoned that Scott's Tenn laws,
2 v. and v. 2 of Haywood + Cobb might be lent to N.C. Univ. student Chapel Hill – Pack for
express, address to Libr'n, Univ. N. C., Chapel Hill, mark with value and to send express
collect, also mark with sender's name. She will write to librarian to say whom they are for
and to return to Law Libr. express prepaid. Did not succeed in finding indication of value.
Will have to try again tomorrow. Used up all Libr. stock of cardboard covers + many shelves
not covered 11-12 conference, discussed - inquiring of Miss Baker about Xmas holidays and
about having books cleaned, kind of help students ask for - Seems they have been wanting
even page found for them. Advice about best authority, or how to use reporter system is
legitimate. Moot court meets once in 2 weeks instead of weekly.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
7 pres. including grad. + 1 fac. Student brought his mother.
Tuesday Dec. 6, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday. Dusted.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Found student (not law?) looking for debate material on trial by jury, historical matter not
wanted. Found a little in pams. on criminal law and gave him Jour. Amer. judicature Soc.
He said what he found was all on the wrong side. He thought he might come again but E. L.
O. found nothing more after he left. Asked Miss Heiskell if she could help in valuation of
Scott's and Haywood's Tenn. statutes to be lent. She estimated $25.00 a volume for all. She
phoned Mr. Dwight who confirmed her estimate for Scott and priced Haywood v. 2 at 22.50,
but said hard to replace at any price. Miss Baker said take out Haywood + send other two
price $75.00 for both + phone for expressman. Did so, but he did not come. She also said a
box of books was coming this afternoon but it did not arrive. A lawyer (not KBLA member)
waited a while hoping for last no. of Southeastern reporter, but left without it. Men worked
on molding - had to drill plaster so much noise, plaster dust and chips. Did not finish.
Worked on lists of K.B.L.A. material on top of stacks. Listed Van Deventer's loans in
duplicate, one for him + one for us. and listed U.S. material for Miss Baker in case she
wants any of it for Main Lib. Conference room used by Brooks and another. Mr. Buhl
worked in Library.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Students had one of their meetings upstairs, hence not many in Library. Had student in
again looking for something on Jury trials, found him some material he said would help
him.
Wednesday, Dec. 7, 1927
8 - 1, H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday. Student in search of material for trial by jury visited Period. room
yesterday + was sent down here.
Same as yesterday. Advised student about collateral reading. Man came about moulding.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Moot Court being in session Mr. Barbour (Grad Student) and C. F. H. had the Library to
themselves most of afternoon, the latter mended books. Mr. C. H. Reader an attorney of
Adjustment Bureau in City wanted to see Southeastern advance sheet for a late N. Carolina
Supp. Ct. decision, but the Library hadn‛t yet received this no. left notice and asked if would 
phone him when we did get it.
6.30 - 9. H. H. Turner
7 students, 1 fac.
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Thursday Dec. 8, 1927
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
9 - 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
At Miss Bakers request called up American Express Co. again about getting package of
books for sending to University of N. Carolina. The Express called for them later in day.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on lists of books loaned to Bar Libr., stored on Bar Libr. stacks. Mr. Witham talked
about shelving (same as we said before) and hanging pictures. Suggested he wait till Friday
p.m. when two of us would be here and could go down to look at them and consider
locations. Mr. Witham wanting 1927 Private Acts Tenn. + phoning much to Miss Baker
about the legal status of U.T. for free copies. Truck delivery of a few books and reporter adv.
sheets (including southeastern.) Phoned to Adjustment Bur. as requested using Mr. Baker's
phone, but Mr. Reaves out of town for the day.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Hugh Simpson used library also 3 students.
Friday, Dec. 9, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Steinmetz conducted class in legal bibliography in library and said that hereafter he
should do same. Small attendance. Went over inventories sec 1, 2, 3. Marked vols. in K.B.L.
Messenger from Court Stenog. with a request for the loan of vol. in Bar Ass'n libr.
Charged to Frank Fowler. Dr. Gordon brought vol. from Cyrus Kiler, Wash. for the Dean.
Library kept very comfortable.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miscellaneous work — chiefly cat. cards. Asked Mr. Baker not to leave Mr. Wicker's mail in
the library. Took out ink money - 80¢. Forgot to say, saw Miss Baker Wed. who asked
whether Law Libr. prepared new stacks between windows or in alcove to extend into room.
Said preferred wall shelves as too much concentration in alcove would not be so
convenient for tables.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Hugh Simpson again used Library - Had two students besides the Grad. student.
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Saturday, Dec. 10th 1927
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Pasted in book plate, copied lists of books on stacks in K.B.L.
Monday, Dec. 12th 1927
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Only two students in at opening hour - Library cold.
Mr. Reaves of Adjustment Bureau came this A.M. to see case in Southeastern Ad. Sheet the
one he wanted to see last week and which had not been sent down to us from Main Library.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference. Copied lists of vols. on top of stacks in K.B.L.A.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference - Decided to make a list of all refs on jury trials or rather advocating or
other wise trial by a jury system. Seems to be wanted about once a year. Sorted and
rearranged book dealers lists. Did not finish marking folder. Miss Heiskell wrote again for
Tenn. Bar Ass'n report which ELO had requested in Oct. without result. Paid H. H. T. one
penny from ink-money and 5¢ from fine money which she had used in making change.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
8 students. Copied list as in a.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 13, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked vols. K.B.L.A. Went over inventory 5, 6, 7. Messengers brought books from Main
libr. but in spite of instructions deposited all but one box in hall. H. H. T. arranged vols. on
table as far as possible. 2 lawyers N. B. Morrell + F. C. Houk.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished arranging English Law Reports + shelved these and Public utilities reports. A
satisfaction to be able to bring down two shelves of English reports (full reprint) which
were on top the stacks. Did not finish listing in "accessions" or put on inventory list or do
anything with cards. Phoned Univ. Libr. about "Genealogy of the Cloyd family" marked
"Law" but evidently a mistake. Will take home with me and to Univ. Libr. when I go
tomorrow. Reminded Mr. Witham to ask 2 phone books if they do not come soon or if only
one is sent.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Had only two students in Library. A meeting of some kind was being held upstairs. Helped
with English Repts – all afternoon.
Wednesday, Dec. 14, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Only three students, the holiday spirit must be in the air thus interfering with work. Mr.
Barbour, the Graduate Student came in to say good bye - thanked Law Library attendants
for their kindness to him. Three members of K.B.L.A. using Library.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Put nos. in some of the new Eng. repts. Marked K.B.L.A. vols. Inventory in libr. office. 7
students used library.
Thursday, Dec. 15, 1927
[light pencil] 8 - 1 ?
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Called up Pres. of Board of Directors of K.B.L.A. as to closing Saturday the 24th – said it was
perfectly satisfactory. C. F. H. did this as coming from Miss Baker thru Miss Ogden – One
K.B.L.A. member used library.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
On Wednesday saw Miss Baker who said Law Libr was to be open during holidays
including evenings. She went over with E. L. O. a hasty inspection of schedule and suggested
some changes. During holidays only one person need be on duty at a time and person in
charge not expected to do library work except what is needed by users of Library. Came to
Law Libr in AM to report to rest of staff and ask each to work out a new schedule evening
up the hours as far as possible. In afternoon, tried to make schedule without satisfactory
result. Mr. Witham came with Mr. Baker to hang pictures and when ELO mentioned keeping
Libr. open at night said he did not think it necessary nor did Dean McD (see next page).
Some misunderstanding somewhere! Helped Showed student where to look up
abbreviations and how to use guide to Engl. reports reprint — Pictures not finished. Some
will have to be lowered. Before had chance to ask Mr. W. more about evening opening, he
was called to phone and did not come back.
6:30 - 9 – C. F. Heiskell
Helped one of the students in looking up Key no. in Digests - that is showed him how to use
it. Think the pictures add greatly to our splendid looking reading room. Think it will take
all three of us to arrange schedules thru Christmas serving in Library. Had several students
using Library—
Friday, Dec. 16, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Attended Mr. Steinmetz class 8-9 (or rather listened in) Marked K.B.L. vols. Inventory libr.
office. Read law magazines, reviews, +c. Pictures much admired. Many used libr. but every
thing quiet. Cold early, but Mr. Baker put on more heat.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on schedule. Mr Witham said he would see Miss Baker about closing evenings.
Asked him if anybody suggested any other change in hours to consider opening at nine
instead of 8. Got a fairly satisfactory schedule planned, tentative). Attended to shelf cards
for English reports, tied up waste paper. Made note of decision as to lending for Christmas
holidays; considering library is to be open: Might lent (1) If more than one copy, lend all but
one of them (2) an older edition if newer one remains in library (3) any book on display
case or among "new books"(4) A book, not in demand, on a subject on which we have
newer information in equally convenient form. No books for holidays to be taken before
Tuesday 12 noon. Mr. Witham says College of Law does not encourage taking bar exams. in
mid-year and it is not necessary to make exceptions to library rules to accommodate those
who want to study for it. Miss H, ELO, and Mr. Brooks + Mr. Witham - all in library. CFH
and ELO identified some Supreme Ct. (US) justices in framed picture.
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6:30 - 9 – C. F. Heiskell
As usual did not have anyone in until 7 o'clock then five students came. Put Labels in
English Reports.
Saturday Dec. 17th 1927
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Man came in to fix phone - usual Library attendance.
11 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Came later, but will come early Monday. Mr. Witham has seen Dean and reports that we
don't need to open library evenings during holidays.
The following note was left in Main Library for EL Ogden by Miss Baker Sat. Dec. 17
Miss Ogden - I have little more news from the Dean and as a result you may revise schedule
to keep open from 8 - 5:15 Tuesday - Friday of next week. and the next close at night Tues.
Dec. 20 to Jan 2. Should perhaps be open half day Dec. 31 but do as seems best.
Monday Dec. 19th 1927
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Full house — looked like they were studying for Exams.
9 - 1 H. H. Turner
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11 - 2:00 E. L. Ogden
After receiving Miss Baker's note on Saturday, regarded schedule tentatively agreed on by
Law Libr. staff on Friday + Sat. (partly in person and partly by phone). Miss Baker said
arrange it among Mon. D ourselves and make as even as possible -
Mon. Dec. 19 8 - 12 Heiskell 8 - 12, 2 - 5:30 Turner
Turner 10:30 - 1
Ogden 11 - 2.
Tues (Dec. 20, 27) Turner 8 - 1 Ogden 1 - 5:15
Wed. (Dec. 21, 28) “ 8 - 1 Heiskell 1 - 5:15
Thurs. (Dec. 22, 29) “ 8 - 10 Heiskell 10 - 1 Ogden 1- 5:15
Fri. (Dec 23, 30) Heiskell 8 - 1 Ogden 1 - 5:15
Sat. Dec. 24 closed, Dec. 31 to be decided later. In conference Monday reported Miss
Baker's statement about cleaning: Nothing possible this year but next is recommending
Law College and Agricultural college to provide in their budgets for purchase of electric
cleaner and after that it will be possible for library to hire extra help to run it on occasion.
Mr. Baker reported to Miss Turner that he would be so busy with furnace (cold day) that he
would not be able to put up shelf labels as promised last week.
2 - 5:30 – C. F. Heiskell
No one in all afternoon
6.30 - 9. H. H. Turner
Only 1 student.
Tuesday Dec. 20, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Very few in library. Marked Eng. rep. + Public Utilities. Went over inventory of Conf. room.
Marked K.B.L. reports. Straightened display case + period. shelves. Miss Baker came
bringing candy for staff, messages + Christmas wishes.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Baker + ELO finished pictures lowering some already hung + Mr. B. put shelf label
holders on current periodical shelves. Was not time after he left to put up HHT's new labels.
Celluloid slips to protect labels are in box with supplies. Pasted and marked English
reports. Mr. Witham to look up information for new catalog. Mr. Frazier for a few minutes.
No other readers or visitors. Mr. Baker says Mr. Wicker left note books in library for
students. E. L. O. said library does not want them lying round here so Mr. B. said he would
put them in Mr. Witham's room. No students called for books they asked to have reserved.
Mr. Baker says Mr. Witham suggests keeping big door into hall closed as much as possible
and using door into library office. Thinks it will help to conserve heat. Phone keeps
ringing, but can't make any one hear. Tried twice to answer in Mr. Witham's room but
either it did not ring there or it stopped before I arrived. Could not get central on Mr. W's
phone, but got Main Libr + asked them to report us out of order. Shelves need straightening
but thought best to get ahead with pasting + marking.
Wednesday Dec. 21, 1927
H. H. Turner
1 1 lawyer. Mr. Andrews (I think), to use Atlantic rep.
2 1 student, Mr. Beasley.
3 Mr Witham
4 Man to inspect telephone
5 “ from Main library
6 Mr. Frank Fowler.
According to instructions, didn't do any work.
1 - 5:15 C. F. Heiskell
After Mr. Fowler left at 1:15 had no one in.
Thursday Dec 22 ‘27
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
No one here.
10 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Only Mr. Witham to look in
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Hudson (John) 2:00 - 4:45
Mr. Anderson 2:40 - 2:50 to return a book and look up something else. A young
man to borrow Acts 1807 and 1840 for Charter of U. of T. (1807) and change of name 1840.
Hadn't 1807. It is probably in Scott, but that is in Main Lib. waiting to come down — saw it
in basket Sat. Showed him 1840 form which he copied what was wanted. Called up Main
Libr. on chance but no answer. Called Lawson McGhee, but they haven't 1795-1815 (Am
not sure I remember first date right.) The man was working for Robert Young. Of course tol
Showed him by-laws that Acts could not be lent. He was here about 3:40 - 4:30, perhaps not
so long.
Friday, Dec. 23d 1927
8 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 student, Mr. Huddle to work most of morning. Library very cold.
1 - 5:15 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Witham in for a few minutes, but not to use books. Mr. Baker at about 4:15 asked ELO
to turn out lights + turn on latch to outside door when she went.
Tuesday, Dec. 27, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Library cold. A messenger for Mr. John W. Greene. Mr. Witham to visit.
1 - 5:15 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Carl Huston with a friend to show the library. Mr. Witham to inquire how it goes.
Wednesday Dec. 28, 1927
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Truck man only visitor
1 - 5:15 C. F. Heiskell
Man to get books for Mr. L. M. G. Baker only visitor.
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Thursday, Dec. 29, 1927
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
No visitors.
10 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Elly (one of the students) came in to make up some of his Library hours that should
have been put in before School closed for holidays.
1 - 5:15 E. L. Ogden
N. B. Morrell 2 - 4:30. Lady to return book for Mr. Green 1:30
A student with visitor to show around - Water pipe in fire apparatus spouted a while. C. F.
H. in closing set bucket to catch drip. Mr. Baker said it was because workmen in the street
turned a valve they should not have - he went to speak to them about it.
Dec. 30th 1927
8 - 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
One student to make up hours in Library due before holidays set up. One member of
K.B.L.A. to use library.
1 - 5:15 E. L. Ogden
1 student 1:15 for about 2 hours. 1 lady to look up laws of Oklahoma, gave her Martindale -
said she found what she wanted. Student had citation 10 common bench 919. The Common
bench reports are in Full reprint. ELO had never heard of them before.
January 2nd 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Not knowing that U.T. classes or work would not begin until 9 A.M. C. F. H. came to open
Library at usual hour. found it very cold. Judge Jones came at 8 A.M. for his class not finding
anyone, left, a few, very few came at 9 –
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference. Disposed of advance sheets.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference - Suggested making notes of equipment needed so that Miss Baker could be
notified by Mar. 1; reported state of index of U.T. magazine historical number + that slips
for it would be brought to Law Libr. for final arrangement.– probably not for some weeks;
worked with cards + books brought from Univ. Libr. during holidays. Two or three students
in and out, nobody to study.
6:30 - 9 8 H. H. Turner
At first library delightfully warm. Put new shelf labels on period. shelves. Comp. inv. sec 1,
2, 3. Library grew cooler, and as no visitors came, H. H. T. acted on Miss Baker's
suggestion (sent thru C. F. H.) and closed early.
Tuesday Jan. 3, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Inventory display case, 4, + 5. Shelf labels. Look up ref. to Univ. Charter in Scott.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Cards. – mostly for English Law reports. Helped Mr. Brooks look up a word in MS for Law
Rev. on Tenn. Supreme Ct. Name of a certain district not familiar. Found it by looking in
Scott's laws of Tenn. under courts – Mero district.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Pasted book plated in Public Utility Repts. No one here when C. F. H. came at opening of
evening hour. A little after seven o'clock three students came and worked until closing
hour. Library began getting quite cold and was glad when time came to go.
Wednesday, Jan. 4, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Went over inventory of libr. office. Looked up ref. to Univ. charter in Scott's laws of Tenn.
Put nos. in Public Utility reps.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Quiet a number of students using library this afternoon getting ready for Exams. Two
young men looking for Dean Mc Dermott who was in faculty conference. Truck man came
bringing advance sheets and two bound vols. Southwestern and Am. L. R. Anno. also ink for
pad stamp.
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6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Took care of Advance sheets. Marked English reports. Only 3 students, and they came after
7 o'clock.
Thursday Jan. 5, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Put nos. in Eng. reports.
10 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Helped students with English cases also tried to straighten out mixed up Repts. Found
Ballantyne's Law Problems or Problems in Law missing and no notice for withdrawal. I had
put it in Students shelf section on leaving Library Wednesday eve. at 5:30 –
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
At Univ. Libr. Wed. P.M. asked Mr. Wells to save for me book containers used by shippers
that would be good for pam. cases. Asked Miss Williams for stamp pad ink to ink pad in Law
Libr. Looked about for Ballantine Law problems reported missing - no result. Asked Mr.
Wicker + Mr. Witham. Worked on cards. and books that came by truck. Lent Mr. Morton
take Bogert on Trusts at 4:00 because he lived in Maryville + can't come back at night and
we have 2 cops. Told him we could not do it nearer to exam time - this was an exception.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Found Library cold as one ventilator had been left open by desk.
Friday Jan. 6, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Finished going over inventory of Libr. office. Looked up ref. to univ. Charter in Scott's Laws
of Tenn. pasted list of references of interest to the University of Tenn. in the historical
number of the Tenn. Record. Marked vols. of K.B.L.A. reports. Tried to find missing vol. +
to see Mr. Payne who is reported ill with grip. Went over Tenn. reports and display case.
Helped several students with Eng. reports.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mad copy of refs to early statutes relating to Blount and E.T. College - thought Miss Davis
might like one. Cards + miscellaneous. Got out scrap book index to look up item for Miss
Baker (she phoned to house after ELO left library yesterday); Gave Mr. Witham a list of
students who registered in Library when during period when Ballantine disappeared .
He will ask Mr. Payne (who is ill at home ) and if not found will investigate further.
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6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Three students using Library during evening hours.
January 7th 1928
8 - 10:30 C. F. Heiskell
Helped students in looking up some cases. Two students asking for Ballantyne. Two
students put in reserve for books during Exams— filed it in Reserve file–
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
January 9th 1927 [sic]
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Wicker came in ask a stray fountain-pen had been seen in Library (?) Quite a full house
this Monday morning.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Put nos. in Public Utilities reports. Made fresh copy of list of vols. on top of stacks in bar
libr.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Filled ink station — got out 53¢ put in all ink in bottle. Worked on pamphlets and snags put
aside to "await attention."
6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Chilly. No one here until 7. 3 students, 1 fac.
Tuesday Jan. 10, 1928
8 - 1 - H. H. Turner
Library warm but no cleaning up.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished work with Bar library stored material. Man came with truck but forgot to take
things from basket — Nothing if immediate importance. E. L. O. signed for Bar Libr.
package, took it into office + when she came back he was gone. Should have reminded him.
Mr. Baker said he overslept + dig did not get into library at all this morning — waste
baskets not even emptied. Mr. Wicker anxious to get 1927 Tenn. Bar Ass'n Proc. for address
by Sunderland. Miss Heiskell tried to get officers of Knoxville Bar Ass'n on phone to see if
they had any copies for distribution but everybody was out.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Told Mr. Baker again about towels in rest-room - also about cleaning up - Said he was not
well and overslept himself and did not get in Library at all this A.M. At 8.30 had had only
one user of Library in and that was Mr. Wicker - no students.
Wednesday Jan. 11, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Everything warm + tidy. Cleaned out drawers in desk. Went over inventory Sec. 5 and libr.
office. Took care of advance sheets, put nos. on KBL vols.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Students seemed to put in a good afternoon of working – getting ready for Exams no doubt.
Dean McDermott used Library and while in Library C. F. H. asked him about 1927 Tenn. Bar
Ass'n Proc. C. F. H. had already telephoned several of the K.B.L.A. members and none could
give her any information or locate a copy – the Dean said it had never yet been published.
6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
6 present after 7.30. None before.
Thursday Jan. 12, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Some wild scrambling for Iowa bulletin + Iowa law rev. by 2d year students.
10 - 1 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
One visitor from Dept. of Taxation U.S. who wanted to look thru Library - Mr. Fletcher
seemed very much pleased to see so many books. Messrs. Reishling and Huddle used
Conference room 11 - 12 –
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Pamphlet snags (cleared up all). Revised lists of stored material in Bar Library, including
changes made Tuesday. Mr. Witham said plans for summer school would probably not go
through this year. Mentioned screens, wind (or rain) shields, + window stick as desirable.
He phoned Miss Baker about screens, did not report conversation entire but said Univ. Libr.
just "fights bugs" (as Miss Baker put it) Mr. W. will see what he can do about getting some
for law library. Put in final locations all the "new books" except those having Mr. Payne's
copy still in library.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
At 7:30 three students came in to use Library. Later two others came in for a few minutes
making 5 that were in Library during the evening.
Friday, Jan. 13, 1928 –
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Steinmetz conducted (very much reduced) class in library. H. H. T. "listened in."
Comp. Inv. 1, 2, 3, 4. Straightened periodicals. Marked K.B.L.A. reports.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished Bar libr. lists of stored material. Made or changed boxes for scrap book index. 2
students short time - Library practically deserted. Mr. Baker said Hughes junk man had
come + wanted to know if we would sell paper. He pays 20¢ a hundred. Said would have to
ask Miss Baker. Will try to get waste paper disposed Monday. Truck man came.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
3 students - none until seven and after.
January 14th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Not many in this A.M.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
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January 16th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
The usual Monday morning rush – one student wanted House of Lords Rept. for 1902 found
under L.R. Appeal Cases — rather confusing if not familiar with different heading these
Cases or Courts come under. Two students Messrs. Reishling and Huddle spoke for
Conference room from 11-12:30
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Inspected inventory sheets + did some copying. Phoned Hughes to come for waste paper.
Said he would come tomorrow after 1 P.M. Conference developed nothing new. Discussed
C. F. H.'s discovery of Lord's reports.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
No one present until 7. 5 came later.
Jan. 17, 1928 Tuesday
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Copied inventory. Comp. inventory of alcoves +c. Spent a lot of time doing some Bar Libr.
Ass'n work in which Mr. Andrews, Judge Tate, and the Claim agent of the So. railways were
involved. A bank called up about a student presenting a worthless check (referred to Mr.
Witham). Several students called for. Room well filled most of the time but quiet and well
behaved. Explained U.S. Supreme Cts. Reports to freshman. Mr. Frank Fowler came.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on scrap book index. Truck man came.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Judge Portrum of Civil Ct. of Appeals used Library. No one in Library until 8:30 when one
boy came to get a reserved book. Mr. Wicker looked in.
Wednesday, Jan. 18, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Copied inventory sec. 2, 3, 5.
Mr. Reishling, Huddle occupied conf. room 9.30 -10.30; 12 -1
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1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Quite a number of students using Library. Exams drawing near. One member of K.B.L.A.
Moot Court held this afternoon.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
No one here until 7. 5 students and a graduate of the Univ. of Mich. preparing for some
exam. (he was here this a.m.)
Thursday Jan. 19, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Helped freshman look up Contracts ref. Mr. Morrell. Cop. inv.
10 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Univ. Michigan student in.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Cards and revising index to scrap book, v. 42. Very slow progress. Helped Mr. Witham find
comments on a case.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
5 students, none in until 7 and after —
Friday Jan. 20, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Finished copying inventory sec. 5. Comp. inventories sec. 7, + Conf. room. Read "Blount
College + the Univ. of Tenn." Justice Sanford. Listened to Mr. Steinmetz. Marked vols.
K.B.L.A.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Scrap book index. Phoned again for Hughes, waste paper man. Said he would come
tomorrow morning.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell




8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Students very slow in coming in too much dancing (Naheeyayli dance) these last two
evenings.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Jan. 23d 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Library very cold. Exams begin this A.M. only one student using Library. 10 a.m. — a few
students came in. The Paper people came for waste paper and Mr. Baker said they hadn't
way to weigh it, said they would weigh and return with money.
10.30 - 1, H. H. Turner
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 -12 Conference. Discussed what could be done for students' room on 2d floor. Worked
on inventory list and scrap book index. Asked Mr. Pope whether he would like Case +
comment + other papers for distribution to students placed in students’ room. He said yes.
Will ask Mr. Witham whether there is any objection before doing it. Student asking for
Public utilities looked at Rate regulation of railways + approved it. An unusual number of
reserves has been made for exam. period.
6.30 - 9 – H. H. Turner
6 pres.
Tuesday, Jan. 24, 1928.
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
conference room used 10 –
Mr. Rogers, failing to return the vol. which he had borrowed on Saturday,had incurred fine
of $1.50. He said that he had forgotten to return it and also that he had thought the rules
were relaxed during exam. period. He appealed to Mr. Witham who was inclined to think
rule too severe, but H. H. T. explained she had nothing to do with it. Hunted up case in Md.
rep. for Gen. Cates. Truck man came. Took care of adv. sheets. Dean came to hunt up a
"Corporation Minute book" which he is sure is in the law libr.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Attended to new books and cards brought by truck. Phone Hughes to find why we had
heard nothing about waste paper called for Sat. Man answered driver was off today and
had not turned in his account but he would find out + let us know tomorrow. If no notice in
the morning, CFH will phone. Phoned Dean McD. about the book on corporations.
Concluded it was a book, mostly blank, in ledger form called "Standard record of forms
used by corporations." Found record that this disappeared from library May 15 -17, 1922.
Had a great hunt for 25 Harv. Law Rev. asked Messrs. Wicker, Witham + Payne + all
students in room + in conference room. Finally turned up about 4:30, student said he had
just finished using it "got it from another boy at a table," wouldn't (or couldn't ) tell who —
said it had been in conference room on shelf since morning. Would it be advisable to have
all books taken into conference room reported at desk? Hunted this vol. for more than an
hour.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Worked all afternoon on report for K.B.L.A. Annual Stock holders meeting. 2 students came
in at 7 P.M. stayed only a short while. Then at 8:30 two students came in for reserved
books. 9 o'clock two more students came in for reserves.
Wednesday, Jan. 25, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
No reflection on student but conference room was visited after it was used Tues. a.m. and
there weren't any books there. (It might have been on a shelf, but not on table) Rec'd $1.50
fine from Mr. Rogers.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
A lady, Mrs. Foute from Maryville, came in to know if we could find, as she expressed it — a
"Federal Law Governing Orchards" said she had heard of such a law being applied to a case
in Baltimore and she wanted to know of a same law applying to Tenn. Both H. H. T. and C. F.
H. had no knowledge of any such law or statute. C. F. H. looked all thru laws in adverse
possessions of lands. Later C. F. H. asked Judge Jones, telling him the circumstances and the
subject of her search - and he laughed and said he had heard of "Chimmely Common laws”
and he thought this must come under that head. Several seniors in studying for Exams. also
Juniors - very quiet.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
6 pres. Mr. Rogers sent 2 freshmen for his reserved books. They went off with only one so
H. H. T. after rushing after them in vain, inquired of another student what his fraternity was
and called him up and he sent the poor boys back.
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Thursday, Jan. 26, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
10 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Neglected to note calling up "Waste paper people" and Mr. Hughes said he would see it was
attended to right away. 5 students using conference room. Messrs. Boyd, Chilson [?], Carter,
Polk and Wimberley, 10 a.m. Later – Mr. Baker came in bringing money for paper – said
there was 200 lbs of it - making 70cts - 40cts of which belonged to U.T. Law Library and 30
cts to K.B.L.A.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Made notes from Proc. Tenn. Bar Ass'n 1925 + 1926. and studied English reports.
Conference room in use continuously until - Had to remind nearly every one not to talk —
even conference room group talked too loud. Came in groups to look up exam. questions to
see if they got it right.
6:30 to 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
Only one student in Library. Worked on report for K.B.L.A. meeting — quite a job. Before
closing time three (3) students came in for reserved books.
Friday, Jan. 27, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Put marks nos. in vols. Looked over and made slips for portraits in Proceedings Tenn. Bar
Ass'n ‛26. Conference room used by the 2 Mr. Robinson's continuously 8 - 12. Many 
demands for it. 12.15 Carter. Many coming + going but very quiet. Mr. Goodfriend spent
some time in library working on a Chancery case. A Mr. Alred ? of Jamestown an old law
alumnus worked with federal reporter U.S. reports +Tenn. code statutes. H. H. T. enjoyed
showing him around. Talked so low, not sure of name.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miscellaneous – Read Morgan Introduction to law on English reports. Mr. Payne took his
copies of Cardozo and Cunningham's Logic. ELO put Lib cops. on shelves.
6:30 - 9 P.M. C. F. Heiskell
At 7 o'clock 3 students came in
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Saturday Jan. 28th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
As usual on Saturday morning the Library was cold. Every one coming in got as close to
radiators as possible. One student wanted to take Dan’l [?] Negotiable Ins' Law to
Exam-room. I refused to let him do so unless I had a written order from Instructor to that
effect. As nothing of this nature had ever before come up C. F. H. did not know if this was
the thing to do? Mr. Colwick (?) a student of last year's class (so Mr. Brooks told C. F. H.)
came in to use Library. It seems to C. F. H. that courtesy would require that such visitors
come to desk and make themselves known to attendant as these are the parties responsible
for Library use. Reading room hospitality (?)
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Library cold.
Truck man came (E. LO. found things here on Monday)
Mon. Jan. 30th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Library very cold. Messrs Huddle and Reishling using conference room 8 - 9 – Worked on
K.B.L.A. - bills - Ledger +c. bringing all their business down to date.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Made slips of names of debating publication council +c as recorded in Historical No. Univ. of
Tenn. mag.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference: Nothing new. Compared experience on use of conference room. All agreed with
C. F. H. suggestion that we bind have Lincoln's Gettysburg address (sent by West Co.)
framed for students’ rest room. Alphabeted by first letter some of index slips for U.T.
Magazine brought by truck. Sat.(?) Cleaned books, Sec. 2, 3, display + digests - about 2 ¾
hours. Got clean rags from Mr. Baker. Hardly any students – None for last two hours.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Mr. Wimberley, Mr. Roberts, Mr. Tudor. Mr. Rogers phoned about text books on Equity.
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Tuesday, Jan. 31, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday; Compared inventories of stacks. Mr. Carter + Lieut Boyd, joined by Mr.
Morton, Mr. Roberts, and Mr. Chitwood later, used conference room 9.45 - 12. On leaving,
invited H. H. T. to take dinner with them! Miss Baker sent message that H. H. T. was to have
charge of selling tickets for faculty dinner (Feb. 16) and that they would be sent to law
library to be kept in desk with paper to be signed. Mrs. Fitzgerald, chairwoman, phoned
message, but it came from Miss Baker. Spoke to students about talking too loudly in
Conference room.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished revising index slips for historical number + worked on scrap book index slips.
Asked Mr. Witham about suppl. for Collier - Miss Williams says not subscribed for. Mr. W.
says can't order till summer so might as well wait for 1929. Rec'd Memorial volume
Judge Sanborn, Mo., Directed it to Main Libr. for cat. + return. C. F. H. wrote for N.Y. Univ.
law rev exchange – Citation noted from Law student.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
8:30 No students in Library yet!! No students in Library all evening.
Wednesday Feb. 1, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference room used 8 - 8.45 by Miss Turner, Reishling, McPherron, Miss Corkland
Chitwood, Pope, Armstrong, Wimberley 9 - 9.50
Message from Miss Baker that she had conferred with Mr. Witham in regard to having the
janitor dust the library books and that she did not wish any of this done by staff as it was
not their work, that she would tell them her decision. When Mr. Witham had made
arrangements; that staff H. H. T. was to ask him what he had done about it, + to have him
communicate with her. Truck man came with checks but not slips for historical no.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Messrs. Marsh, Kennedy, Morgan and Crosby Powers used conference-room 1- 4 P.M. A
number of students using Library during afternoon all were earnestly at work.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
10 pres.
Conf. room used by Mr. Hicks, Mr. McKeon, 7.20 - 9 when turned out.
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Thursday Feb. 2, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Continued making slips for Historical No. Mr. Payne asked to have Citations Cambell's
Mortgages put on desk for students' use.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Witham says there will be no classes after Friday noon (when Exams close) until
Monday Feb. 6th. Only the students who were here for the last two Exams used Library -
and being very free of these the Library was vacant most of the morning so C. F. H. worked
on the Acts passed relating to University of Tenn. which she was requested to get up.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Few students. Worked on scrap book index. Mr. Wicker brought down his copy of Page on
Wills, 2 v. a gift from Tenn. Law Rev. Put it in basket to go to Main Libr. for cataloging +
return. Made out statement of books in Library.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Let Mr. Brooks have Gardner on Wills as requested. No one used Library.
Friday Feb. 3, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on slips as yesterday. Compared inventory of stacks + Tenn reports.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Truck man came. Alphabeted by first letter index slips to Historical ed. U.T. Mag.
Saturday Feb 4th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Library deserted all morning. Worked on U.T. Session bills. C. F. H. like persons from
Missouri, "has to be shown," hence did not attempt slips until shown by one of the others
"whom it may concern."




8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Now that Exams are over had the usual Monday morning rush. Worked on Sessions Laws.
One member of K.B.L.A. in to work for a while. Several calls for Whitten on Common Law
Pleading.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Alphabeted.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Alphabeted. "G, H, I cards"
1:30 - 5
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference: 11 - 12.
Worked on scrap book index, filing v. 42 and revising guides.Talked to Mr. Witham about
law school catalogs. He sees no reason for keeping old ones. Will If Univ. Libr. does not
want, will put all in waste paper and keep no file in future. Mr. W. agreed to have his
reading list on Pub. utilities put in pam. cover and placed with subj. in Sec. 5. Now in
bottom compartment of work organizer.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
1 student (Mr. Hicks) at about 7.45.
Tuesday, Feb. 7, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Alphabeted. Read article in Columbia Law rev. (Feb). Large no. students in library, all very
studious.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miscellaneous. and worked on U.T. Mag. historical no. index – editing A's (about half). Mr.
Payne says all right to keep pam. in Sec. 5 - where "Mortgages" would come. Put Mr.
Witham's reading list on public utilities in covers and put in Sec. 5.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Worked all afternoon on index cards. Alphabeted "L, M cards" Accessioned new periodicals.
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Wednesday Feb. 8, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Alphabeted.
9 - 11:30 and 1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Alphabeted cards for Index book morning and afternoon, quite a particular bit of work. Had
a representative of West Pub. Co. - in see book - Libraries. C. F. H. showed him around
and felt very much "set-up" when he spoke of what a good job of book-repairing and
mending was being done in Stack-room and asked where or who did it. Said he supposed
from grade of work it was done by one of the regular "book surgeons" that go thru
Libraries for this special purpose. Alphabeted "N, O, P, Q, + R cards.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
2 students. Alphabeted.
Thursday, Feb. 9, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Alphabeted. Miss Baker came to make a tour of inspection and see about a place for bulletin
board.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Spent morning alphabeting index cards. Showed Miss Baker thru stacks. Helped a student
with finding of English Courts.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
On Wednesday spoke to Miss Baker about indexing and about lost books. She decided the
rest of the U. of T. magazine probably not worth indexing so these entries might be
condensed as much as possible and copied on typewriter to insert at in the various copies
of Historical ed. Scrap book indexing to be continued at Law Libr and other work for E. L. O.
while supervising periodical room at Univ. Libr. Regarding books, said she would write a
letter Dean McDermott about them, and reporting their loss officially and stating that if no
way remained of getting them returned (which she much preferred) she would want him to
authorize charging their cost plus 25¢ each to law students’ damage fund. She said old
college catalogs need not be kept and if new ones came in they could be given to Mr.
Witham for his file.
She said negotiations for an electric cleaner were under way and if they go through we
might keep the fine money to pay some one to operate it, in the mean time, she said, good
policy not to have the books too clean. Found one or two things from Main Libr. Did truck
man come? [penciled margin note: Not when I have been here. H.T.] Moved low shelves
alongside of desk to see whether this arrangement would be convenient for indexing work.
Perhaps can tack something over back (or front?) so boxes won't show from room. Further
concerning college catalogs. Miss Baker says agreement is for each to keep full file of cats
from own state and lend each other if back ones are wanted but no one to keep back files of
cats out of state. Worked on memoranda for equipment requests for next year. Did not
touch index.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Someone came in wanting to find Mr. Payne, up to 7:30 no students in.
Friday, Feb. 10, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Went on alphabeting. Comp. inv. 2, 3, 4, 5.
Many using library. Mr. Cox, alumnus using library. 1lawyer, Gen. Cates, sent by K.B.L. vols.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Brought goods for curtain in libr. office + for back of low shelves in R.R. Put in place as far
as could without sewing. Worked on list of serials in Law Libr. asked by Miss Baker Wed.
Miss B. phoned to ask about Journ. of Land + pub. utility economics + remind us to watch
for 1928 nos. Conference room: Brooks, Jones, Houston.
1:30 - 5 — 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Finished Indexing cards – also put supplies +c on shelves under curtain. Such an
improvement especially to the eye on entering room. Conference-room, Brooks + Jones.
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February 11th 1927 [sic] Saturday
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Messrs. Brandt + Hicks using Conference room - 8 to 9. Put misplaced Index cards in proper
class - Helped students in finding books and citations.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Finished alphabeting S.
Monday February 13th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Library cold. Helped Juniors with some citations students very busy and seem to be
working more earnestly since Exams –
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Inventory 6, 7, 8 compared.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference. Discussed legal profession in general – and disappearance of
Bankruptcy law pam. Worked on cards and serial list. Man came to match woodwork for
bulletin board.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
No one in but Mr. Wicker.
Tuesday, Feb. 14, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Put nos. on cds. Erased – Compared inventories of stacks. Crowd in a.m. All 3 classes using
library at one time. Mr. Key, alumnus, called. Tel. out of order for a while. Ink filling station
not working well.
1:30 to 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on Acts. Messrs Brooks and Huston used Conference room 3 - 3:30.
1:30 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Filed pams. Worked on list of serials and miscellaneous. Gogg sent Lincoln address framed
for students' rest room - gift of law libr. staff.
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6:30 to 9 C. F. Heiskell
Students had a meeting of some kind but no one used Library during the evening until 8.30
then two senior students. Dean McDermott and Mr. Baxter Lee came in later.
Wednesday Feb. 15, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Messrs. N.H. and L. A. Robinson used conference room 1.30 to 2 P.M. Moot Court did not
meet as Judge Jones could not be here. Worked on Acts – as regards U.T.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
2 students
Dr. Glocker to look up case forms in California.
Thursday Feb. 15 [sic], 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Erased.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on U.T. Session Acts. Miss Baker and Dean McDermott said close Library from 6:30
- 9 this evening on account of Faculty Women's banquet. Books could be taken and for over
night at 5 P.M.. in place of 8:30 P.M. Mended several books.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Began v. 43, scrap book index. Mr. Glocker to use Martindale; Man from Little, Brown to be
shown over library. admired reading room. Mr. Myers + Mr. Brooks conference room.
Truck man with books. Library closed 6:30 - 9 on account of Faculty Club dinner at
Whittle's.
Friday Feb. 17, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Erased. Inventory of stacks
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Scrap book index. Am informed Mr. R. Jones has been working with bankruptcy. Perhaps he
knows something of our missing pam. Anybody who sees him might ask him.
1:30 - 5 — 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on session laws. 4 students came in at 7:15 –
Saturday February 18th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
At opening hour there were no Library workers in - Later, some students came in but
finding the Library cold, went down to students’ rest room where they said it was much
warmer. Mended book for Mr. Witham. Messrs. Brooks and Myers are selected for
Inter-college debate, they go to Florida.
10 - 12:30 H. H. Turner
Erased. Went over sec 2, 3.
Monday Feb. 20th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
The usual Monday morning Library coldness but a little more so – Mr. Wicker went down
to see if he could get more heat. Students went elsewhere to get warmer, unfortunately, we
of Library staff have to stay on job - under these conditions did not have many in Library
until late this morning. Helped students. Mr. Jones appeared at desk asking for the
Bankruptcy pamphlet that's "among the missing" said he knew nothing as to its casualty;
fear it will have to be counted among those never accounted for!!
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference. Worked on slips for scrap book index.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference - Report on staff meeting of U. of T. libraries, of Sat. last. Worked on scrap book
index and historical edition index.
First time lights did not have to be turned on before closing at 5:30.
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6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
2 fac. 2 students, not to stop. No one came until 7.15
[penciled line in E.L.O. handwriting]
Staff meeting Sat. night
Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Worked on scrap book slips. Truck man came. Went over inventory of display case + sec. 5.
At Miss Baker's request wrote 3 notes of sympathy to fac. club members. Many in library
but all very studious.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Scrap book index: also about ¾ hour on historical edition index. Where is 60 Atl? Not on
shelves, no charge found.
1:30 - 5:30 — 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Know nothing of missing Atlantic Rept. but will ask all that come my way. Worked on UT
Sessions Acts - Ten students came in at 7:30 Also Mr. Wicker asked Mr. W. about missing
Reporter but he was not guilty.
Wednesday Feb. 22, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
With Miss Baker's permission absent 9.30 - 11.20 to attend church. When books were put
away at 11.30 yesterday no Atlantics seemed to be missing. Compared inventory of stacks
at noon today. Scrap book index.
9 - 11:30 C. F. Heiskell
Asked Mr. Witham about Atlantic, but he hadn't gotten it. Watched very carefully my
hours at desk as this seems necessary when one is attendant there. Spoke to Mr. Houston as
to exchange with New York University Law Review said he would attend to it at once.
Library cold.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
One visitor, Mr. Albright. Conference room used by Messrs. Robinson, Robinson and Brown.
1:15 - 2 – Moot Court had its session. Library still cold.
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6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
1 fac. 2 students. Spoke to Mr. Payne about 60 Atl, but in vain.
Wednesd Thursday, Feb. 23, 1928
8 - 10, H. H. Turner
Worked on scrap book index. Went over inventory of libr. office.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Bishop a old student came in to look up a Ohio case in NorthEastern and needed some
help which C. F. H. gladly gave him. Mended some Reports.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on revision of periodical list for Miss Baker. Dr. Albright in – also student to look
up Supreme Ct information – was grateful to Miss H. for suggesting Taylor and will come
back to use it.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Wicker was the only one in Library this evening.
Friday, Feb. 24, 1925
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Went over alcove inventory again. Mr. Steinmetz class. Scrap book index.
A member of Knox Co. bar ass'n (whose name I can't recall) came to look up case in US
Court of Claims, 1927. Couldn't find what he wanted.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker came about 2:00. C. F. H. + E. L. O. conferred with her for some time on ways of
preventing loss of books. Apropos of 60 Atl + 114 Ky + 29 Vt (1 vol ) not on shelves and not
charged, not in faculty's offices – Miss Baker suggests extra care in watching, dropping any
other work that prevents seeing what use is being made of books + who goes into Bar Libr.
stacks; suggested asking janitor if books are left about building (C. F. H. will do this asking
Mr. Baker to bring to Libr. and show us any he finds), finding out if we can what students
work for lawyers and watching these with special care; not to advertise too much as the
chances of finding who returns books surreptitiously, will be better if we are rather quiet
about it; keep up frequent reading of shelves. C. F. H. + E. L. O. suggest extra care with
charges – getting cards out of books that have them and making out cards, not slips, for the
others as cards are less likely to be misplaced. Dusted some and straightened books on
shelves.
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6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Myers came in at 7:20
Saturday, Feb. 25, 1928
8 - 12:30 H. H. Turner
When students weren't using library worked on scrap book index. Took extra time (8 - 10)
to compensate C. F. H. for absence Wednesday. Went over inventory Sec. 2. Clock stopped
but was later wound up. Did a little German reading in sample copy of Deutsche Juristen
Zeitung. Erased cat. cards, directions on.
Monday February 27th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Library very cold. It seems as if something should be done about this heating question
especially on Monday mornings. From looks of things think janitor hadn't been in Library.
Students left to find warmer places. Helped students with English and Tenn. Reports.
Carried out Miss Baker's instructions to attend strickly [sic] to room when Desk Attendant.
Asked Mr. Payne about Vt and Ky Repts. but he hadn't either.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference. Went over together Miss Baker's recommendations on watching for
lost books and preventing loss of others; No news of missing books. Asked Mr. Witham to
see what he could do to remedy lack of heat Monday + Saturday mornings — go to Mr.
Kirkman if necessary. Mr. Witham brought up C.J. law tree – wanted it hung. Finding it
fitted frame with U.S. Chief Justices, put it in between glass + former picture, got another
cop. of chief justices picture from students' rest room (told Mr. Pope - Mr. Witham said take
anything) C. F. H. + E. L. O. did both pictures, took the old one out of frame, cleaned picture
frame + glass + replaced. Counted ink money ($2.11) sent request to Miss Williams for
more ink for filling station, slips and mending paper for torn pages. Counted fine money
which was OK with record. Truck man came. Reported amount ink money to Miss Baker.
Mr. Baker found linoleum to back low shelves, recently moved near desk + he will tack it on
and hang pictures tomorrow.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
1 prof. 1 student. Erased.
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Tuesday Feb. 28, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Scrap book index at odd times. Inventoried 5, 6, + 7. Did a great deal of work with British
English cases for students. Students much interested in law tree.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on serial list. Mr. Baker had tacked linoleum on back of pictures shelves but did not
come to hang pictures. Cards Said he did not feel well and preferred not to climb so high.
If he feels equal to it Thurs. will ask C. F. H. what to do. Cards + miscellaneous.
1:30 - 5, 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on Session Law for U.T. Accessioned periodicals. See where our two Law students
Messrs. Brooks and Myers won in debate at Gainesville, Florida. Good for us Law School!!
1 student came in at 7:30. Later 1 prof. and 3 students.
Wednesday Feb. 29, 1928
8 - 1, H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday except that during C. F. H.‛s time comp. inv. stacks + digests and display 
case.
Conference room used 8.10 - 9 by Messrs. Hicks and Brandt. Mr. Kirkman came about
bulletin board. During chapel hour marked vols in K.B.A.L.
9 - 11:30 — 1- 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Went over shelves in stack room this A.M. while H. H. T. was at desk, also in alcove in
Reading-room. Had one of K.B.L.A. members in Library most of the afternoon. Truck man
came bringing cheques for E. L. O. and C. F. H. Worked on looking up in Acts the U.T. bills.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Erased. 1 student who left early. Closed at 8 as Miss Baker said to do so, after putting up
notice to this effect.
Thursday, March 1, 1928
1 - 10 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
9 - 1:00 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on Session Laws - Helped student with English case. Looked over Library during
Chapel hour. Bulletin board came.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Marked dates on recent books in white ink + varnished. Worked on index to historical ed.
U.T. mag. Phoned Miss Baker that bulletin board had come. She said carpenter was to see
about putting it up. Looked at it with Mr. Baker to show him it was to go long ways across
the door, and lower edge to be lower than present one. At Univ. Libr. Wednesday asked
Miss
Williams for supplies - slips, ink, pins, also inquired whether dating stamps were in stock.
Said ink for filling station was to be bought by Law Libr. out of ink money, getting a receipt
on blank furnished for the purpose. Stamps not kept in stock but selected by person
needing them. (E. L. O. will do this when she gets ink) Will send some slips, more will come
later when supply now ordered has been delivered. Miss Bergen said OK to transfer
accession no + book plate to bound vol. from corresponding unbound one without
reporting to her. Miss Williams says Tenn Appeals v. 3 has not come to Univ. Libr. Will
watch for it and report condition of binding.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
At 8:30 as no students had come in C. F. H. called up Miss Baker and she said close and
tomorrow she would speak to Dean and Mr. Witham about it. C. F. H. stayed on until 8:45
anyway.
Friday March 2, 1928
8 - ? H. H. Turner
8:30 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz had his class this A.M. in Library. C. F. H. "listened in." Spoke to Miss Baker
about staying during H. H. T. hours while her mother is not well and she (Miss B) said for H.
H. T. + C. F. H. to fix it among themselves that it would be perfectly satisfactory to her that
she was glad we could so arrange it. Looked up in Session Laws U.T. Bills. Spoke to Miss
Ogden about Ink for filling station.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Brought ink for filling station. Carter's Fountain Pen, $1.60 per quart) and filled station
(also cleaned it). Leaves 61¢ in ink fund. Had receipt filled out, will take to Main Libr. next
Wednesday. Mr. Baker hung pictures. Read shelves, beginning Sec. 7 through Public
Utilities, exclusive of unbound material and top of stacks. Made out monthly statement of
books in library. In addition to filling station ink, brought also dating stamp, red ink
(small bottle), + brush to clean rubber stamps + pads.
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6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Think Law tree and U.S. Judges pictures look fine E. L. O.
At 7:15 one student came in and later another drifted in - only these two. Glad you invested
in pad and stamp brush E. L. O. - it will come in most successfully later on.
Saturday, March 3d 1928
8 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Library seemed warmer this A.M. – it may have been it was not so cold a morning on
outside, anyway the students didn't complain of lack of warmth as they have been. Until 11
A.M. had many of the freshmen using Library but they were most quiet. Was called to
phone many times the first part of morning as K.B.L.A. Directors were having a meeting and
as the Sec. + Treas. is still ill I was called upon to furnish or answer many of his questions as
to the business of this body. Think they would have liked to have had me come to their
meeting if I could have done so. From 11:30 - 12:30 no one being in Library I read shelves
in both rooms according to Miss Baker's instructions.
Monday March 5th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Helped students with English Repts and cases. Miss Baker called up to know if everything
was all right – asked about Bulletin board, C. F. H. told her it was here but hadn't been
installed. Said she would speak to the person whose duty it was to put it up. A large number
of students busy in Library this A.M.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Scrap book index.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference. Agreed to record every reading of shelves + each take up work where
last left off, at least twice a week - Will not have set program until we see how it works to
do this as opportunity serves. On Sat left memo with Miss Baker as to equipment – (1)
cupboard space, with shelves + closed doors. Did not mention anything about place to put
it. Miss Heiskell suggests in doorway to Hall from NW stack room. Good suggestion. (2)
Windows: window stick + sockets, screens, rain shields; (3) card cabinet, either 4 drawer
for desk and 1 unit for cat. or 6 drawer for desk + no cat. unit if first arrangement too
expensive. (4) book supports. (5) Gave notes of shelving space available: In Univ. Law Libr.,
about 1 yr. space except for periodicals of which there will be about 35 to bind this
summer. No room for new sets. In Bar Libr. about 1 yr., possibly with shifting 1 ½ yr., space
for sets in progress. No room for new sets. Can get 2 sections by putting more on top stacks.
Truck man came but brought only 2 express pkg. for Bar libr. Said he would come again in
P.M. + bring other things ELO remembered seeing in Periodical room basket. Baldwin -
Young man + law found on display case at 5:00. Truck man came again in afternoon.
6.30 - 9 - H. H. Turner
Erased. 2 fac.; 2 students to look around; 2 students to study.
Tuesday, March 6, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Went over inventory stack room in early hour + between times when no one in libr.
Worked on scrap bk. index at intervals, suitable, erased cards when opportunity offered
and kept strict oversight over reading room. Library comfortable in spite of colder weather.
Mr. Morrell brought Mr. Fletcher of U.S. forestry service to see library.
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Carpenter put up bulletin board. E. L. O. took key to give Miss Baker at Main Libr.
tomorrow. Worked on U.T. Mag. hist. ed scrap book. Judge Portram to use library; beaus
on floor in evidence again.
1:30 - 5 — 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Finished up K.B.L.A. business. Wrote to Illinois Law Review for Feb. No. of Review also
Income Tax Magazine for Oct. + Nov. nos. Finished looking up U.T. Bills in Acts, now will
compare before copying. Only 2 students at 7 P.M. At closing time, 5 students had used
Library.
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Wednesday March 7, 1928
8 - 1, H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday, except that during C. F. H.'s incumbency, read shelves in Conf. room.
Showed group of 2d yr. students German periodical at their request. seemed interested.
They report that during this term they substitute work in libr. for negot. instruments so we
shall see more of them.
9 - 11:30 — 1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mended some of the K.B.L.A. books this A.M. also attended to some of K.B.L.A. financial
business. Helped some of the students. Had several using Library this afternoon hours and
some needed help with English Rept and cases.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Conference Room used by Mr. Reishling and Mr. Frazier – 7- 9.
2 others in library. Erased. Read inventory of alcoves.
Thursday, March 8, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Erased pencil marks on cat. cds. As Judge Jones + Dean were absent had 2 classes in library
8 - 9. Room nearly full.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Received June, July, Aug. Case and Comment that C. F. H. did not find on file when she took
over periodical shelves (current) in Oct. 3rd 1927. So wrote Lawyer Co. operator for it. Sent
back to Callaghan the Vol. 3 Tenn. App. which was so poorly bound and that publishers had
sent it to K.B.L.A. second time. Read shelves in Reading-room and Office also Stack room. I
would suggest, so as not to tread on each others heel in reading shelves - this order - H. H.
T. got over them on Saturday, C. F. H. on Thursday at Chapel hour and E. L. O. on Tuesday
afternoon when she and C. F. H. are both here. This will give "a reading" of three times a
week which would think sufficient.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Wicker brought Cutler's Tiffany's Forms gift from Law Rev. and asked if books given by
Law Rev. could have fact noted on cover or t.p. E. L. O. clipped note to book asking if gift
book plate could be put in + wrote note to Miss Baker asking if we should do write in on
book plates of those already here "Given by" etc. Mr. Wicker would like it also on bound
vols of periodicals given by the Review. Also asked Miss B. for rules for alphabeting.
Truck man came. Law Rev. Bd seems to have new members. Lent Mr. Armstrong 2 unbound
dup. Harvard Law Rev. to help him in writing case notes. Mr. Wicker says the two libraries
now have all the books on forms that are valuable - a very good collection.
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6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
3 students in at 7:15. At 8 o'clock two left.
Friday March 9, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Steinmetz had only 5 in class until close. Scrap book index. Erased +c. Tel. out of order
except on campus lines for most of a.m. Helped freshman find case in Eng. reports, very
interested process successfully concluded. Many used library with few gaps. Books
contracts much in demand.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Index historical no. U.T. mag. Gave Mr. Witham square of linoleum to keep for bulletin
board.
1:30 to 5 — 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on Tenn. Laws all afternoon. Found 129 Atl. had been put in wrong shelf. No
students at 7 P.M. Later one student came in, but left at 8 o'clock.
Saturday March 10th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
More students than usual using Library on Saturday morning.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Read shelves in reading room, office and stack room. Almost no one in library.
Monday March 12th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
No heat in Library at all. So very few students stayed in as it was warmer outside. At a
quarter of nine (9) the first two or three mags [?] of the radiators began to warm.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference. Made slips for scrap book index.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference. Historical ed. index
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Only 2 students (Hicks + Wimberley) + 1 left at 8.15. Erased cards.
Tuesday, March 13, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked vols of K.B.L.A. Straightened display case + sec. 5. Erased. Helped Mr. Wicker.
Marked U.S. reports which had needed it. Made pockets and cards for treatises. Assisted
Judge Jaggert (?) Portrum to hunt up "nuisances" in treatises on Torts. Said he was an old
student. Wanted to wash his hands in hall, but water was turned off. Conference room used
by Mr. Carter 12.10 - 4:00.
1 - 5:30 E. Lucy Ogden
Index - historical ed. U.T. mag. Finished first revision to condense except the illustrations N
- Z.
1:30 - 5 — 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on Session Laws as pertaining to U.T. 1 student at 7 P.M. at 8 o'clock another came
in.
Wednesday, March 14, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked K.B.L.A. vols. erased. Marked U.S. repts.
9 - 11:30 and 1- 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on Session Laws and helped student find article in Review. Had Judge Portrum in
Library this afternoon. Helped students with cases. Moot Court this afternoon.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Erased. Marked a few vols. 1 student for a brief time, 1 student all the eve.
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Thursday, March 15, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Did exactly as yesterday.
9 - 1:30 00 C. F. Heiskell
Helped a student look up an Appellate Div. Ct. case in New York Supp. Gave several
students Mr. Wicker's article in North Carolina Review - bound copy. When I read the
shelves at Chapel hour I found in Stack room both 14th Ky and 29th Vt were in place. They
must have been put there since H. H. T. read shelves at Saturday noon as she registered
them missing. No one entered stack room with books yesterday afternoon while I was at
desk - most of Students left after Moot Court adjourned. Tied up duplicate periodicals on
Library Office shelves.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
At Univ. yesterday asked about subscription to Jour. Land + pub. utilities – Miss Franklin
will write for 1928 nos. – was subscribed for through agent. Nos. are checked in Univ. Libr.
before sending to Law. Agent could not supply v. 1 no. 1, v. 3 no. 2 ; Miss Baker will order
else try to get eventually. Earlier nos. came from Pres. Morgan. Said units of Cat. not made
any more in golden oak like ours: Truck man came and took bulletin board. Worked on
historical ed. U.T. mag. Mentioned to Messrs Payne, Witham + Wicker who happened in that
Bar. Libr. books had reappeared. E. L. O. can suggest no solution. Wish we could have
detected it in the act.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Had two (2) students in at 7 A.M. [sic]
Friday March 16, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday. Many used library. Mr. Morrell paid a long visit - says he can't tell whom
he will find in charge here. Seems to confuse him as to schedule of staff. Mr. Witham
brought up current no. Pub. utilities repts. (March 8)
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Cards + miscellaneous – Miss Baker phoned for book statistics – Wants March promptly at
end of month.
1:30 - 5 — 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Worked as usual on U.T. Legislation. Gave Miss Baker statistics of K.B.LA. books. 3 students
in at 7:15.
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Saturday March 17th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Helped several students in finding Codified Laws in reference to Divorce and fraudulent
conveyancing. Yes – Truck man came Wednesday A.M. H. H. T. at desk – he again brought
a book for K.B.L.A. that was directed to Tennessee Hall but taken to Main Library.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Marked book plates for presentation vols. of Tenn. Law Review.
Monday March 19th 1928
8 to 12 C. F. Heiskell
Library nice and warm which shows it can be heated in time for opening hours on Monday
A.M. Verified some of the U.T. Bills as passed by Legislature. Mended one or two U.T.
library books.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference. Marked book plates.
11 - 1 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference. Report of staff meeting Sat. Mar.17 attended by Miss Heiskell. Index
historical ed. U.T. mag + miscellaneous. Mr. Wicker asks for list of nos. needed for
completing periodicals, especially where only a few nos. or vols. are needed
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
1 student; Dean; Mr. Wicker. Dean gave H. H. T. a long but interesting, detailed account of a
recent case he had conducted on Wills, in which the jury disagreed + explained several
technical point. Mr. Wicker also favored the same audience with a talk on how things were
done at the Univ. of Wisconsin. (Student had left before this).
Tuesday, March 20, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Plenty of students from the start. Erased, marked, discussed legal problems with 2
students, read article in Kiwanis mag . 60 Atlantic made its appearance at 11.30 when H. H.
T. returned some books to stacks. Straightened sec. 5 which had several vols. out of place.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on list of periodicals needed to complete sets – hunted up ads of same to estimate
prices. Used Mr. Witham's typewriter, not very successfully.
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1 - 5:30, 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Checked up periodicals as to dates and numbers issued. Wrote for some that were missing
this afternoon. 7 P.M. one student came in and he was all that came during the evening
hours.
Wednesday, March 21, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
Truck driver came with vols.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Had roomful of students the first part of the afternoon as Judge Jones was to give a lecture
on Equity Pleading at 2:30. A student from U.T. Liberal Arts Dept. came in to use some of
the session Laws. Two K.B.L.A. members used Library most of afternoon. Many in using
books all afternoon, helped and answered calls for books most of the time.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
On coming up Main St. saw library brilliantly lighted. Met Dean coming down stairs said he
had been doing some research work and had put out lights and locked up. 3 students came
at once, Myers, Wimberly, Brown. 7 in all. Erased.
Thursday, March 22, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Students complain of ink in ink station being thick and muddy (that is why ink on desk
hasn't been replenished as there were many calls). [Note in margin, H.H.T. handwriting,
reads "Should they be allowed to do this? Seems permissible in the circumstances – ] Called
up Miss Baker and reported about use of library before 6:30 p.m. She said it couldn't be
avoided, unfortunately but for each of staff to keep a sharp eye out for absentees from
shelves and as soon as one is missed report unofficially to Dean. If H. H. T. is the
unfortunate person she is to say "half jokingly" "you know I caught you once" or words to
that effect. She said that she hadn't a doubt that it explained the whole situation and all
staff could do was to watch carefully, and report promptly. That is the gist of the
conversation which lasted some minutes before H. H. T. left library.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Helped students and did some work on U.T. laws –
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Read book advts + reviews in periodicals. Did nothing about ink. Will attend to it soon. In
the mean time can furnish ink free I presume.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
1 student came in at 7 then at 8, Mr. Wicker and these were all Library visitors I had during
the evening.
Friday, March 23, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked vols. of K.B.L.A., Mr. Steinmetz much annoyed at size of class, only 3, 3 more came
later. He talked to them very plainly about they lack of appreciation and some of them
responded with similar criticisms. He said if they felt that way they shouldn't try to practice
law. Read Harvard law review, March. Read in Wigmore's Problems of judicial proof.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on U.T. Session Laws.
1:30 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Read adv Book advts + reviews as on Thursday. Used Tenn. Law Rev. typewriter to copy list
of periodical wants - did not quite finish.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
7:30, 2 students came in , later 2 more came, but by 8:30 all had left except one.
Saturday March 24th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
No heat in Library this A.M. hence the room was open. Worked all morning on session laws.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference. E. L. O. told of work on periodical wants + mentioned things to be
done
before June - probably will not be able to do any more on scrap book index. Truck man
came.
6.30 - 9 – H. H. Turner
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Monday March 26th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Opened with a large attendance this A.M. Mended some books.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference.
6.30 - 9 - H. H. Turner
Owing to heavy storm only Mr. Hicks visited library. 1 more later to study, Mr. Wicker.
Tuesday, March 27, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked K.B.L. vols. Conference room used 8.15 - 9.15 (Mr. Mayer). Student borrowed
Blackstone v. 2 from Mr. Payne, + lent it to another who left it on table. Second year class
have been requested to read it by Mr. Payne. As nothing was said about returning it,
stamped card and put back in place after reading portions of it.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on University of Tenn Session Bills.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Went over book advts for suggestions for purchase. Dean McD. used Libr. Took occasion to
say all missing books but Ballantine had come back, but naming VT and Ky as ret'd. Said -
"I had those myself in my office. Took them in a hurry for a class and left them in the office
by mistake - Should have returned them at once."
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
2 students came in at 7:45
Wednesday, March 28, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
9 - 11:30 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on K.B.L.A. bills.
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1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Made out bills for K.B.L.A. dues also worked on copy of U.T. Legislature Acts. Dr. Morgan
came in bringing Mr. McAlister to see Library and C. F. H. heard him complimenting it very
highly to Dr. Morgan. Will say in passing, that Mr. McAlister is going to make the
Gubernatorial race again, he ran the last time against Gov. Peay.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
2 students came in for a short time leaving at 8.
Thursday, March 29, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday. Many used library in early hour.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Copied U.T. acts, bill +c. helped students. Dr. Burke came wanting to see one of students
but the one wanted was not in Library or building.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Began to copy list of suggestions for purchase.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
At 8 o'clock Mr. Payne came in, up to that hour no visitors had honored the Library. Mr.
Payne left at 8:30 from then to closing hour C. F. H. had Library all to herself.
Friday, March 30 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Finished list of books suggested for purchase. Included in groups – Tenn. material; other
state material (chiefly codes recently advertised); Reports (two vol of 55 of N.W. which is
imperfect + Engl. repts 1916 - date; miscellaneous; (the last three as represented by slips in
desiderata file); periodicals (typed list made last week,) Also made up report of vols rec’d
in Mar. + note of receipts from gift of Tenn. Law Rev. as follows:
Books - Page on Wills 2 v. 20.00
Shepards U.S. Citations 3 v. 35.00
“ ” “ sup. 1928
12.00
Cutler’s Tiffany on forms 1 v. 20.00
87.00
Also current periodicals representing annual
subscriptions and two others, not priced. 73.50
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
At 7:30 had 2 students in
Saturday March 31st 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Usual Saturday morning crowd – with the addition of two members of K.B.L.A. Worked on
U.T. Session bills.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Truck driver came + brought vols. and advance sheets of Nat’l rep.
Monday, April 2nd 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Library cold – Mr. Wicker went to see why the Janitor had no heat on. Some students, but
some on account of chilly room left for the outside. Messrs. Brandt + Hicks used Conference
room - 10 - 11. Major Wilson called up wanting Robt. Kennerly to come over to Reece
Hall to meet General Davis, spoke to Mr. Witham, and he had him go. Worked some of U.T.
Legislative Acts.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked K.B.L.A. reports.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Cards + miscellaneous. Miss Baker phoned for Circulation statistics. Reported Apr. 1927,
29; May, 40; June, 10; Sept. 1; Oct., 101; Nov. 71; Dec. 37; Jan 70; Feb 67; Mar. 57; Total Apr.
1 1927 - Mar 31, 1928, 483
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
2 students, 2 fac.
Tuesday, April 3, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Kennerly + Morgan used Conference room 9 - 10. Many in library. Examined
Proceedings American Bar ass'n 1927, reading speeches and marking portraits and
memorials.
Marked vols. of K.B.L.A.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Made notes from Rpt. Amer. Bar. Ass'n. and book reviews.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Finished up Tennessee Legislative Acts in reference to University - Mended some. Looked
after K.B.L.A. dues.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
1 student 7:15 P.M. 1 Instructor 8 P.M. Student left at 8:15. Mr. Goodfriend came in at 8:30
to use Library.
Tuesday Wednesday, April 4, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Continued to peruse Report of Amer. bar ass'n proc. 1927. Library closed 11 - 12 by order
of Miss Baker to enable to students to attend chapel exercises.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Had only a few students in for work, seemed to be a holiday spirit abroad. Truck man came
bringing some of Advance Sheets.
6.30 -9 H. H. Turner
Mr. Goodfriend, + 5 students used library.
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Thursday, April 5, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Marked K.B.L.A. repts.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
One K.B.L.A. member in this A.M.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Studied up status of state bar ass'n proceedings as given in last Law Libr. jour. Wrote for
some, left form letter for HHT to write for others. Wednesday asked Miss Baker about
binding. Said would not send more till new appropriation available. (July?)
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
7:15 Saw three or four students in .
Friday, April 6, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Library crowded in early hours. Assisted member (don't know his name as he came from
Judge Franz so didn't need to ask) K.B.L.A. to find vols. on Eminent domain. He expressed
himself as dissatisfied with U. of T.'s collection on this subject compared with Harvard.
Copied letters in regard to copies of Proceedings of various State bar ass'ns.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Checked up uncatalog’d material on old inventory sheets + threw away after checking. Did
not quite finish. Phoned Miss Williams to send 50 sheets letter head paper + envelopes.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Mended books and checked up on K.B.L.A. books and bills.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
No students in at 7 P.M. At 7:45 two students came. Later one Instructor.
Saturday April 7th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
A full attendance at opening hour.
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10 - 12:30 H. H. Turner
Mr. Kolwyck, alumnus from Chattanooga enquired frantically for a mss. he had once left in
library in no body's care. Said part of it was valuable and belonged to Mr. Carringer. H. H.
T. hunted around, but couldn't find it before he left. Called up E. L. O. and she couldn't
throw any light on the subject. He left business card with request that it be sent him when
found.
Monday April 9th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
The morning Library crowd was increased by Judge Jones' 8 o'clock class as the Judge
asked C. F. H. this A.M. to say to them he could not meet with them this hour. 1 K.B.L.A.
member using Library.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked Va. reports in K.B.L.A.
11 - 1 E. L. Ogden
11 - 12 Conference. C. F. H. told us what courts were what in Tenn. Continued checking
old inventory lists for uncatalog'd material.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Only Mr. Wicker present.
Tuesday, April 10, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Made list for E. L. O. marked K.B.L.A. reports.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Mended books.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Continued checking old inventory lists for uncatalog'd material. Mr. Chitwood paid rest of
his fine. N.C. Bar Ass'n Proc. 1927 came in response to a our recent request + went to
Main Libr. for cataloging. Man with truck came + brought Library heading paper.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
No one!!!
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Wednesday, April 11, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Continued making cops. of letters asking for (free) State bar ass'n Proceedings. Sundry
odds + ends.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
At 2 P.M. Mr. Gurnsey lectured on Public Utilities to students, after lecture had a number of
students in Library.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
No one in. Wrote letters to Bar ass'ns as above.
Thursday April 12, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1-5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on cards. Read Law Lib. Jour. Two Bar Ass'n men working for Judge Frantz.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
1 student came in at 7:30. 1 Instructor.
Friday April 13, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Finished letters to secretaries state Bar Ass'ns. Marked vols. KBAL. Mr. Steinmetz
met class at 8.25 . Gen. fowler, and man from Judge Frantz used library.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mr. Irvin Saxton came and talked quite a while. Said he would try to remember to have his
address on Journ. Amer. Bar. Ass'n changed to care of College of Law + we could keep it in
the library. Said he could give us newer issues of directories. Reported to Mr. Witham that a
false entry had been made in register for (or by) one of the students. Tudor credited
himself with 3½ hours when he was not here. Hated to report but thought he ought to be
stopped. Discovered that Public Utilities reports advance sheets have a "special section"
that is not included in bound vols. Mr. Witham asks to have advance sheets when the vols.
come – Ought these to be preserved in Library? Talked to Mr. Witham about U.S. Statutes at
Large. Main Libr. receives regularly + has v. 32. date (57th Cong. - date) and sends paper
bound session laws to Lawson McGhee when bound vols. come. Mr. W. thinks we ought to
have a set here. ELO told him she thought the request should come go from him officially
to Miss Baker.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
3 students using Library during evening.
Saturday April 14th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
3 students Messrs. Hicks, Brandt + Rodgers used conference room 8 - 9.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Explained to Mr. Witham that Mr. Tudor was using Law Rev. Office for period specified. Had
made no note as had been told that attendant was not responsible for entries in the book.
Mr. Tudor had called H. H. T.'s attention to fact and asked her to testify if necessary.
Monday April 16th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Conference room used at 10 a.m. by Mr. Hicks and Brandt.
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10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
After conference E. L. O. reminded H. H. T. that the latter had been told to look after
delinquent borrowers (tho' there had been no memorandum to that effect) Here after each
morning H. H. T. will look after cards and call attention of borrowers to overdue books,
(especially if there is time on Saturday a.m.) H. H. T. had understood that she had been
requested to only send out notices of fines (Miss Baker ‛27) and that the one at desk was 
the one to speak to the guilty party. This makes matter clearer.
[Penciled note:] Evidently did not quite make my meaning clear – Will see H. H. T. again
about this. ELO.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 - 11:30 Conference. C. F. H. reported arrangement with Mr. Baker for keeping door on
back stairway locked + door into library locked. Rec'd Minn. + N.J. state bar libr. proc.,
acknowledged them all thus far rec’d. (Ala. Ill. N.J. N.C.) Also had several letters. Continued
work with "author list" cards. Started Law Libr. Jour. to Miss Baker. H. H. T. says Law Lib
can use here in the meantime. Asked Mr. Witham if he would turn over to Libr old copies of
Ass'n of Amer Law Schools Directories – Said he used old as well as new but would write
tomorrow to ask for Libr. to be put on mailing list.
6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Only Mr. Wicker. Mr. Elmore didn't tarry. Chilly.
Tuesday, April 17, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Marked book plates; marked KB.L.A. reports; routine work. Helped Mr. Albright look up
authorities on legal ethics. Miss Smith, a librarian from Brooklyn, N.Y. paid library a visit
and asked many questions, message came for Mr. McDonald Uncle had dropped dead, so
had to get in touch with former. [penciled note]??? Which is "former" Very important!
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Mostly cards. Truck man came.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on book-mending.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
2 students came in at 8 o'clock.
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Wednesday April 18, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
9 - 11:30, 1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Appeal Judges Portrum and Snodgrass used Library during the afternoon.
6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Mr. Carter, Mr. Hicks, Mr. Wicker. all the evening.
Thursday, April 19, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Bar Ass'n. Proc. letters + acknowledgements, cards, pams. Gave Mr. Witham a message from
Miss Baker that we had promised the Carswell Co this year $450.00 to finish up English
Law Reports. Miss Baker also mentioned she was asking estimates on steel shelving to
stand out at right angles along west wall and on other arrangements. Told Mr. Wicker of
Mr. Saxton's offer to change address of his Jour. Amer Bar Ass'n as it would come to Law
care of College of law. ELO suggested surest way would be to have a letter typed ready for
him to sign, asking publisher to change address, Mr. Wicker asked Mr. Witham to have it
done and he said he would have it ready next time Mr. S. comes. Miss Williams said Journal
of land + public utility economics missing nos. are $ 2.00 apiece + Miss Baker said to use
Law Libr. fine money. ELO will take Sat.
Thursday April 19th 1928
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
1 students and Mr. Wicker.
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Friday, April 20, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Steinmetz conducted class in legal bibliography. 3 present. Said he wasn't going to fool
with it any longer. Marked book plates. Sent Mr. Chitwood notice that he owed fine .42
(Second notification). Later paid it.
Usual morning routine, consisting of "most important work of law library" 8 - 10 presiding
at desk and having oversight of (mostly) ᪟ ϐ ǡǤǤǤ
for H. H. T. to do; looking over cards for overdue books, cleaning up desk, answering
questions, putting books back on shelves (at 11 o'clock). In the latter part of the forenoon
when vigilance is not so necessary, marking vols. in K.B.L. and replacing such which have
been used during a.m. This hasn't been done earlier because orders have been given to stay
as constantly as possible at desk, and give constant attention to everything which goes on
in room, not doing anything, which hinders this. Occasionally looking over shelves to note
vols. out of place.
[Notes pinned in book:]
Lucy,
Hereafter unless something important turns up, you can assume that I do the usual routine.
H. H. T.
Think its better to state it. This book may be used in future as permanent record + it is
better to make statements full enough so any library person would understand— not just
me. At least that's the way I feel about it. Our records ought to give a general idea bout how
the time is divided up among various occupations. E. L. O.
If I say see p. 231 [entry described above], and add any extras, that ought to do. Or seems
futile to repeat day after day. [H.H.T.]
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked Read book reviews + added prices etc to items checked on faculty list. Mr. Wicker
told us that Dean McD. said not necessary to discuss the list or add up items as would have
enough to cover items checked by faculty + some over. Took $5.00 bill from fine money to
take to Univ. Libr.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
3 students at 7:15 but 1 left at 8.
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Saturday April 21st 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
The usual Second year students using Library at opening hour. A call came from U.T.
Agricultural Farms to know something about later Act as regards the "Co-operation
Marketing Act" C. F. H. looked it up- found nothing later than the 1923 Senate Bill 290 —
this proved satisfactory.
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Monday April 23rd 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. E. M. Smith, a old U.T. student used Library.
10.30 - 12 H. H. Turner
(took extra hour, will pay back Thursday)
10 - 12:45, 3:30 - 5:30 6:00 E. L. Ogden
Conference 11 - 12 report by Miss Heiskell of staff meeting Sat. night: Account of Tenn. Libr
Ass'n meeting (Miss Baker Pres., Libr'n Junior College Martin Sec'y, Miss Bergen Treas. – All
officers are U. of T.) by Miss Baker, book reviews by members of staff to whom books had
been assigned, and something of questionnaire of libraries of land grant colleges, part of
general survey of such colleges. Worked on list of suggestions for 1928 purchase, hunting
for further data on publishers, prices, and reviews. Took time off to go for a social visit —
did not mean to stay late but did not notice time and then Mr. White in Bar Libr. wanted to
finish and take books out. Got Pub. Utilities reports advance sheets from waste paper
collection in attic. Mr. Witham said he would like them in his office.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
3 students at 8 o'clock.
Tuesday April 24, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Usual routine. When door was unlocked at 7.55 found Mr. White, of Bar Libr. Ass'n in stack
room. He said he had "slipped in when janitor was cleaning." Usual morning crowd but
unusually studious. Mr. Witham brought Clark on contracts, Hornbook series, with request
that it be treated as a library book, and used by freshmen for assigned reading.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Copied checked items on list and with C. F. H.'s help added cost. On second thoughts Mr.
Witham thought best to limit list to $400 exclusive of subscriptions and English reports.
Items as checked came to $160.00 over estimates. Faculty will decide on cut what to cut.
Talked with Mr. Witham about Adv. Sheets of public utilities reports which seem to have
original articles not included in the bound vols. He advises keeping adv. sheets on shelves
after bound vols. come until we can be sure we do not want to keep this material
permanently.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Building entirely deserted when C. F. H. came on duty – even Janitor and wife[?] were not
here. Quite a lonely feeling to be the only one in this big, open building. Much relieved when
at 7:15 two (2) students appeared and later several others came in .
Wednesday, April 25, 1927 [sic]
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Usual routine, p. 231 – [Friday, April 20 entry]
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs. Reishling and Frazier, 6:45 - 9. 2 others Carter, and
Freas.
Thursday April 26, 1928
8 - 11 H. H. Turner
Mr. Armstrong reports that he has lost Forensic Oratory (due 24 5th).
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Simpson a graduate student of last year used Library all morning from 10 o'clock.
Truck-man came bringing books and bookcases.
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12:30 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Making up half hour taken last Monday – 15 min. still due. Sorted package of Tenn. Bar.
Ass'n reports sent by Justice Sanford. As suggested in conversation with Miss Baker some
days past took out all needed in Univ. Law Libr. and Tn Bar Libr., dups. of Proceedings of
bar ass'ns of other states to be transferred from Bar. Libr. to Univ. Libr. in exchange. Rest of
dups. set aside to be used finally as exchange when opportunity offers. Mr. Witham brought
several copies of vols Handbook Amer. Ass'n of Law Schools. Kept 2 — one for shelves and
one for dups. Truck brought 48 book supports.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Mr. Frazier, Mr. Wicker.
Friday, April 27, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Made slips for Justice Sanford's gift of Bar Ass'n proceedings. Clock is taking a rest. Mr.
Baker wound but it won't go. Leak in stack room, wet Ind. reports slightly. Mr. Witham has
notified authorities of crack in plaster.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Made notes from Tenn Bar Ass'n Proc. rec'd from Justice Sanford. Leak in N.W. stack room
(Bar Libr) fortunately between stacks. Mr. Baker found it early in morning – quite a pool.
Mr. Witham brought typed copy of list of books for purchase.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
1 student at 7:15 at 8 one other came in but only stayed fifteen (15).
Saturday April 28th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
One member of K.B.L.A. used Library this A.M.
10 - 12:30 H. H. Turner
Monday April 30th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
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10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Pike Powers, Pres. Bar Ass'n libr came during conference. Made slips for obituaries in
Tenn. Bar ass'n proceedings.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
In A.M. went to Lawson McGhee and arranged with Laura Luttrell to give Tenn Bar Ass'n
Proc. 1900 + 1919 in exchange for 1909 + 1915 which completes our set. Of the other
dups sent by Justice Sanford gave 1882, 1884, 1885, 1888, 1889, 1892, 1895, 1899, 1901,
1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1920, 1922, 1924 (14 nos.) receiving in exchange Bar Ass'n.
reports: Ill.1912-15 (4 v.); Md. 1909 (1 v.); N.C. 1914 (1 v.) Va. v 25, 27, 28, 30 (4 v.); N.Y.
State (4 v.). Have now Tenn dups for exchange – many nos. but none wanted by
Washington State Library. Sent 1 vol. each of Ill Va + N.Y. to Uni. Lib. for cataloging + notes
of Md. N.C. + Ill. as recent vol. of each is now in Libr. for cataloging. The exchange, without
reference to board of directors of K. Bar Libr. was sanctioned verbally by Mr. Powers in
conversation with C. F. Heiskell and ELO. Made a memo of this exchange for Miss Baker +
attached it to a list of Central Book Co. asking if exchanges would be worth trying for. Sent
Univ. Lib. a vol Arranged slips corresponding to list of books for purchase. Ack'd State Bar
ass'n pubs. rec'd.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
A student from another dept. who has been here before, (Dec. 22 and later) [note in
margin— N.C. law review]. Mr. Wicker, Carter, Blanton. Students commented on report
that Law dept college might be moved again and said they hoped it would be nearer the
University. Mr. Wicker, Mr. Burton + H. H. T. spent some time hunting up an English case.
Tuesday, May 1, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Truck man came with advance sheets +c. (p. 231) [Friday, April 20 entry]
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Filed State Bar Ass'n reports rec'd — filed letters — a little shifting. Sent 16¢ in stamps to
Mont State Lib for 1927 state bar proc. Asked Mr. Baker for dust rags. Said he would have
to get some. Mr. Witham said he would not be here through summer. Said maybe he would
ask library to receive mail + forward what he wanted. Told him I thought that would suit
library. Does CFH agree?
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Yes, C. F. H. agrees heartily in mail program for summer. Mr. Wicker came in at 7:35.
Students had a meeting in Moot Court room hence none worked in Library.
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Wednesday May 2, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
(p. 231) [Friday, April 20 entry]
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
5 present. Burton, Brown, Wimberly, Carter, and Mr. Wicker.
Thursday, May 3, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Judge Jones being absent, the library was unusually crowded in early hour but everyone
quiet and studious and some not staying long. p. 231– [Friday, April 20 entry]
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Truck man came at 10:30.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Cards., incl. verification of location marks on "author list." Mr. Frank Fowler in Bar. Libr. On
Wed. asked Miss Williams to send more stamps.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Wicker and one student.
Friday, May 4, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
p. 231 [Friday, April 20 entry]. Mr. Steinmetz, not being present, most of Freshmen
class used library 8 - 9.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Cards, (location marks). Carnival parade. Saxton lecture. Only 2 in libr. Mr. Saxton brought
Journ Amer. Bar Ass'n Mar. 1927 - date. Says will have address changed or bring future nos.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Made up hours taken for President and Mrs. Morgan's reception this afternoon, this A.M.
2 students came in at 7.30.
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Saturday May 5th 1928
8 - 12:30 C. F. Heiskell
Dr. Glocker used library this A.M.
10.00 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Monday May 7th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Conference. Slip for papers printed in Proceedings of Tenn. Bar assn. H. H. T. reported at
conference that 2 vols of Fed. repts. were missing when she read shelves of bar libr.
Saturday noon, (266, 275) and 2 were back on shelves (274, 257) which were reported out.
E. L. O. offered to look them up.
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
In addition to missing vols. reported at conference, it was reported that ELO charged fines
twice at rate of 2¢ instead of 5¢ – also did not look up Mr. Fowler to see if dues were paid
(which they were not). She thinks she will remember next time. Worked on cards (location
marks). Mr. Witham says leak was mended. Brought $1.00 worth stamps from Main Libr.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
No one but Mr. Wicker.
Tuesday May 8, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Mr. Payne brought Fed. Rpt. 266, 277 and U.S. 20, (also Daniel Negotiable instruments v. 1,
2) from Mr. L.M.G. Baker to save messenger a climb. Truck driver brought advance sheets
+c. Slips as yesterday. see p. 231 [Friday, April 20 entry]
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Took care of books + cds brought by truck. Exam schedule posted - copied for desk use +
dated "reserves."
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
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6:30 -9 C. F. Heiskell
Read proceedings of Md. and Ill. State Bar Association, both very interesting, especially the
article in Maryland Association on "An experiment in teaching the Constitution." 1 student
came in at 7:15. Later several came in bringing a group of prospective Law students for
next year and showed them Library.
Wednesday May 9, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as 231 [Friday, April 20 entry], 250 [Tuesday, May 8 entry]. Helped various students
with reserves; + looking up English cases. Students complain that filling station isn't
working right. Rec'd from Miss Luttrell Tenn. bar ass'n proceedings in exchange as
agreed with E. L. O. from Lawson McGhee.
9 - 11:30 and 1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Library quite cold, students complained of lack of heat – radiator stone cold – reported
condition twice to janitor – but he did nothing. With Mts. covered with snow ‛tis too cold to 
do without heat in morning when Library is open.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Mr. Carter. Mr. Wicker. Mr. Wicker reccomends [sic] History of Am. Civilization v. 1, 2, by
Charles + Mary Beard (in Carnegie libr.) reviewed in Harvard law rev. Dec. ‛27, as excellent 
for all students as showing rise of Am. law, + its development + evolution. H. H. T. had it at
desk to his delight + he hunted up review for her to read.
Thursday, May 10, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Compensated C. F. H. for part of time on March 2 + 3 when detained at home by illness. Will
complete this eve. As neither Dean or Judge came held classes had a crowded but studious
room. Busy attending to reserves which are coming in rapidly. Find it better to let students
fill out their own slips with aid of schedule of exams. After inspecting those already made
out, then carefully examine them before student leaves room. [margin note: except that
when any reserve slips are accepted by library staff prior of posting of schedule the staff
thereby undertakes to do the dating. Otherwise the students would have been told to
wait. ELO] Mr. Witham brought Mother's Day telegram blanks with request that they be left
near desk for students' use. Judge Jones came for a brief stay.
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Took the Mother's day blanks downstairs to students' room. Think it undesirable to make
the library a distributing place for anything. We have always let the "Docket," "Case +
Comment," +c stay here for the purpose and these are the only exceptions and doubtful
exceptions to the general rule. As for the ink, E. L. O. will undertake to do nothing with it
until the bottle is empty – Tried it once without disaster but dare not again. Mr. Chas.
Seymour phoned to say that a house on Kingston Pike had some law books belonging to
James Van Deventer to be gotten rid of all mixed up but thinks they are a set of old ser. Fed.
Reporter; set Southwestern + a set Amer. + Engl. Encycl. Asked if he meant for Libraries to
receive as loan or to buy + he said gift. I asked which Libr. He said "didn't matter." Referred
him to Miss Baker + Mr. Powers and he said Powers. ELO phoned later + learned that Mr. P.
had been reached and would take it up with Miss Heiskell Baker. In meantime, phoned Miss
Baker to let her know what was on foot. Finished inspection of location marks and
uncatlog'd material (exc. a few out for investigation)
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
2 students for a short time.
Friday, May 11, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Work same as on pp. 231 [Friday, April 20 entry], 250 [Tuesday, May 8 entry]. No Mr.
Steinmetz and plenty of freshmen. Mr. Kirkman came with workman to put up fire
extinguisher, who later explained use to H. H. T. (directions are on card attached) saying
the fluid should be turned on under blaze. Mr. Witham brought flowers for library. Miss
Luttrell sent word that books had been received and that exchange was perfectly
satisfactory.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Put dates on books not previously dated. Packed up scrap book index +c.
1:30 - 5, 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Did odds and ends during afternoon. Had a talk with Miss Baker on May 9th in reference to
Summer vacation, also spoke of Library hrs +c for summer. C. F. H. will take charge of
Library June 2nd to September 1st when she leaves for her months vacation. The summer
schedule will be same as that of last year. Library open at 9 A.M. – close at 4 P.M. – with
lunch hour from 12:15 -1:30. During Commencement day or Graduation Day, Library will
close – and C. F. H. will not keep Library open on Friday evening June 1st when all Law
College work will be over. Library is to close on Labor Day. 1 student using Library at 7:15;
later two others came in but did not stay long. Library will also be closed on 4th of July as
well as Labor Day, Sept. 3rd.
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Saturday May 12th 1928
8 - 11– C. F. Heiskell
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Truck driver came with advance sheets +c. and took away scrap books.
Monday May 14th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
The usual Monday rush Mr. James from Green and Webb office in looking up case for Mr.
Green in books. U.S. Sup. Ct. advance sheets and in Atlantic Reporter advance sheets.
10.30 - 1– H. H. Turner
11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference 11 - 12. No new business. More details developed concerning the sets of books
spoken of by Chas. Seymour last week. Worked on revising procedure.
6.20 - 9 H. H. Turner
(Making up 10 min. due from last week)
1 student, Mr. Carter.
Tuesday, May 15, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as 266, 277 [probably intended 231, Friday, April 20 and 250, Tuesday, May 8].
Conference room used by Messrs. Elmore, Kennerly, Morton and Miss. 8.30 - 9.
Mr. Brown, second year student, wants labels placed on ends of stacks in alcoves as in bar
libr. to save time in looking for vols. H. H. T. will make these if desired. Mr. John Hudson,
Sec. K.B.L.A. paid first visit since his illness and expressed much satisfaction at with
appearance and orderliness of law library, and heartily commended the frequent reading of
shelves, + C. F. H.'s repairing of vols.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Checked author list with cat. cds. As for labels on stacks, presume it should have been done
before, but we seem always on the point of shifting. Perhaps we always will be so now is
just as good a time as any — HHT might follow her suggestion + do it.
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6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Judge Webb of K.B.L.A. used Library this afternoon. A number of students used Library this
evening after 7 P.M.
Wednesday, May 16, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Started labels on stacks. Same as 266, 277 [probably intended 231, Friday, April 20 and
250, Tuesday, May 8].
12:45 - 5:30 – C. F. Heiskell
Had a good crowd in. Truck man came.
6:30 - 9 H. H. Turner
(also at Miss Baker's wish substituted in Carnegie, 2 - 3) 5 present.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Many freshmen from 11 - 12:30 – Chapel hour working on Exams.
Thursday, May 17, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Mr. Crosby returned book at 8 (due yesterday at 9) H. H. T. when he gave illness as reason
told him he must have written statement from Dean Massey to that effect, (see last year for
similar case) Also finished slips for legal articles in 1883 - 88 Proc. Tenn. bar ass'n.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Sent Utah bar ass'n Proc. 1925/26 to U. of T. for cataloging. Had phone call from Mr. Bell (?)
new phone 1222 asking if a small blue book giving Knoxville market regulations was in
Libr. It used to be in Webb's office when Dean McD. was member of firm but not found
there now. Said couldn't be in Dean's office here but might be in Libr. E. L. O. called up to
report not in Univ Law Libr nor in Knoxville Bar Ass'n Libr. They wanted to borrow. Do not
find these names in K.B.L.A. members (Mr. Bell or Mr. Field — don't know what firm they
work for). Finished acknowledgments, records, etc. of state bar ass'n proceedings so far
rec'd + filed letters. Mr. Houston was not inclined to exchange for Wa Proceedings + ELO
did not press matter as these pubs. are not of great use to Review.
9 - 1 + 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Should have put the notice in Page 259 [Wednesday, May 16] here — only 2 students in
this evening.
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Friday May 18, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
No Mr. Steinmetz and no Judge Jones, so plenty of students, 8 - 10. Did sundry odd jobs as
well as those mentioned pp. 266, 277 231 [Friday, April 20 entry]. Conference room used
by Mr. Frazier + Reishling. 9.10 - 9.50; 11-12. Miss Baker called up to enquire about no.
drawers in cat. cabinet
1 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]
Finished comparing author list with author cards in cat. as a check on cataloging not yet
completed.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
If it hadn't been for Judge Jones bringing me down in his car I fear the Library would not
have seen me until much later as the rain was so great. Mr. Wicker came in about 8 P.M. and
remarked it seemed a pity to be burning lights when so few if any students used Library in
evenings. At 8:15 two came in and later two came for their reserves.
Saturday May 19th 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Leaked in Stack-room again. C. F. H. called Mr. Witham's attention to it and he said he'd call
Mr. Kirkman immediately about it as the place in ceiling looks as if plaster would fall ere
long. Messrs. Frazier, Reishling and Miss Corkland used Conference room 9 –
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Monday May 21st 1928
[C. F. Heiskell]
Exams begin this A.M. Messrs. Huddle, McPherson, Misses Turner + Corkland used
conference room 9 - 10. Much rushing in exchanging book and getting books at desk.
10:20 - 12 H. H. Turner
Paid up 10 min. due because H. H. T. left at 12.50 Friday. Took 1 hr. off on acc't of hour in
Main library on Wednesday. Went over inventories of 5, display case, + treatises in alcoves
before leaving (at 11.30). Made a few slips for Proc. Tenn.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Conference: Agreed to read shelves of Sec. 5, Treatises in Alcove and display case last thing
before noon and last before afternoon closing till after exams. Mr. Carter + Mr. Boyd
Conference 2 (?) - 3:10. Revising "procedure of Law Libr" cards. Above named inventories
OK at 5:30. Truck man came 5:15 brought memo for each of staff concerning summer
schedule.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Rec'd copy summer schedule from Miss Baker. 4 present
Tuesday, May 22, 1928
8 - 1, H. H. Turner
Same as on page 231 [Friday, April 20 entry]. Conference room used by Messrs Elmore and
Burton 8.30 - 11.45. Bar library leaked badly during heavy rain and there was no tub to
catch water. Mr. Baker brought man to see it. Sections designated for daily reading (p. 263
[Monday, May 21 entry]) O.K at noon. Mr. Crosby said he would not pay fine but would see
Dean Massey at once.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Worked on revision of Procedure. Spoke to Mr. Baker about transom that won't shut. He
said it was swelled with weather. Suggested a step ladder and investigation, but he said
wait for sunshine. Mr. Witham took away register saying students need not account for
time any more.
10 - 12:30 A.M. [sic] 1:30 - 5 P.M. + 6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
Wrote for No. 1 of "Owl" and No. 5 of Minnesota Law Review as they were both missing.
Made up some time that C. F. H. will be off on Wednesday A.M. Mr. Crosby brought excuse
from Dean Massey.
Wednesday, May 23, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Schedule same as usual. Conference room used by Messrs. Chitwood + Meyers. 10 -1.
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1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Baker says leak in Stack-room has been found and fixed so books have been put back.
Messrs. Boyd, Chitwood, Barry + Myers used Conference room 1- 3:15. Miss Baker paid a
call to Law Library, she specially came to see as to leak in Stack-room. C. F. H. reported
what Mr. Baker had told as to its being repaired. 3 P.M. - Mr. McDonald joined students in
Conference room. A number of students in and all hard at work. Truck man came at 5 P.M.
but C. F. H. did not see him as Mr. Baker brought up the books +c
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
No students for work. Calls from Miss Cheatham + Miss Wilkerson who greatly praised the
orderly appearance of library but. They were surprised that daily record was kept as it isn't
done in Agric. or Engineering libraries.
Thursday, May 24, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
see p. 231 [Friday, April 20 entry].
Conference room used by Miss Corkland, Messrs. Kennerly, Huddle, + Marsh. 9.15 - 10.30
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
Only a few using library this A.M. – two examinations on hands.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Took care of cards brought by truck – included accession nos. for to be put in Ill. Md. + N.C.
bar ass'n reports. Mr. Witham says state bar exam. will be held in freshman class room—
that is permission has been given to use that room but not library. Shelf sections for special
reading O.K
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
1 student in for ½ hour.
Friday, May 25, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Put in book plates. Usual routine p. 231 [Friday, April 20 entry]. Read (special) shelves at
noon. (O.K) Conference room used by Messrs. Carter Wimberly, and Chitwood 10.15 -
11.45
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1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Shifted. filed book notices. Did not read shelves as Mr. Witham + Barbara came in just about
when was ready to start. Wrote note to Mr. W. asking to return Fed. Stat. Am. + to give Law
Libr. some announcements to keep here in summer.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
1 student, Mr. Miller came in for 5 minutes at 8 P.M.; at 8:15 one other came in. On account
of hard rains, I suppose, no students called for reserved books.
[note dated May 25 ‛28] 
Lucy -
Probably Miss Baker has told you about Fri Saturday (June 2). She said to me
WednesTuesday that she wanted to usual hours kept, as the Univ. schedule was still in
effect but that I needn't come except for the hour + a half after Miss H. had left - (i.e. 11 -
12.30) which suits me all right.
H. H. T.
Saturday, May 26, 1928
10 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
Inventories + routine work.
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Monday May 28th 1928
8 - 12 C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Fowler one of last years graduates used Library. Miss Corkland, Messrs Beasley, Huddle
+ Kennerly used conference room 9 - 11. Mr. Reischling and Crosby found Conference room
crowd at 10 A.M.
10.30 - 1 H. H. Turner
Made slips for biogs. in Proc. bar libr Ass'n of Tenn. Read shelves of treatises; sec. 5, and
display case at one o'clock. OK.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on periodicals for bindery.
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11 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
11 -12 Conference. Nothing new. Binding. Justice Sanford sent 2 bar Ass'n of Tenn. Proc.
(1887 and 1896). Read shelves section for special reading – 5:30 OK. Mr. Witham said
goodbye in great haste – left goodby for HHT – was sorry he had missed telling her so
himself.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
Two students. Mr. John Hudson.
Tuesday, May 29, 1928
8 - 1, H. H. Turner
Made slips for Proc., bar ass'n, Tenn. Went over inventories 5, display case, + treatises in
stacks. O.K. Conference room used by Messrs. Huddle + Kennerly, 10.15 - 11.50. Took care
of advance sheets. Truck man came at 11 o'clock.
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Took care of books +c rec'd from Main Libr. Counted money and made statement to take
with cash to Main Libr. tomorrow.
Rec'd - from sale of waste paper: .40
Rec'd from fines 7.15
7.55
Taken Main Libr. Apr. 20 5.00
" " " May 30
2.55
7.55 OK
Binding. Frazier et al. Conference room 2:45. Students making freer than necessary with
Bar Libr. quarters - no reason why they could not use main RR. but said nothing as it is so
near over. Suppose it was in consequence of my inviting some there one very hot day - and
they liked it! Did not mean the invitation permanent. Read shelves.
1:30 - 5 C. F. Heiskell
Looked after current periodicals that came in mail, forwarded Mr. Witham's mail to address
given in note. Helped E. L. O. get ready some more of the periodicals for binding.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
2 students in at 7:15
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Wednesday May 30, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Read shelves at noon, as agreed. O.K. Pasted book plates. Usual routine
9 - 11:30 C. F. Heiskell
Corrected Stenographer copy of U.T. Legislative Acts – which contained many mistakes. Mr.
Jones (Robt) brought in his book an hour late, paid his fine (25¢) which was put in empty
fines box. Truck-man came.
1 - 5:30 C. F. Heiskell
Only 1 student part of afternoon. Read shelves and from 3:30 - 5:30 was here alone.
6.30 - 9 H. H. Turner
6 students to study.
Thursday, May 31, 1928
8 - 10 H. H. Turner
Usual routine.
9 - 1 C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Truck man with checks. Had nothing ready for him to take - cards, packing binding and
miscellaneous. Several (3) seniors hunting a lost case book on mortgages. Robt Jones
thanked library for its attentions and said he would be in K. till Bar Exam.
6:30 - 9 C. F. Heiskell
As the last exam was given this afternoon there were no students in Library. Things looked
very lonesome.
Friday May 31 June 1, 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Quite a few visitors but none to stop, mostly enquiring for grades. Many telephone calls.
Straightened cards on shelves, tied up bundles of periodicals, and wrote slips of
Proceedings of bar ass'n of Tennessee.
1:30 - 6 C. F. Heiskell
Worked on periodicals and last things pertaining to the closing of the Law College library
year.
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Saturday June 2nd 1928
8 - 11 C. F. Heiskell
Continued work on getting periodicals ready to send to Miss Franklin at Main Library for
binding.
11 - 12.30 H. H. Turner
With Miss Baker's permission didn't overlap on this last day. Did final shelf reading and a
few more slips for Proc. of, bar ass'n, Tennessee.
Memorandum
June 4: June - Wrote for Journal of Land + Public Utility Economics title pages for
Vols. 2 + 3.
June 5:Received 1904 Proceedings of Tenn. Bar Ass'n from Justice Sanford.
June 6:Truck man came on June 6 while C. F. H. was attending exercises at U.T. Mr. Baker let
him in and he took periodicals that were tied up for binding.
June 14: Received copy of Tenn. Bar Proc. – for 1927 – from secretary.
June 14: Received from Mr. Justice Sanford, Morrison's Tennessee Pleading + Forms.
As Law College Lib. had a good copy of same, C. F. H. asked Miss Baker what
to do when sending it over to Main Lib. for access. She said mark it duplicate
and Main L. would put among dup. collection. C. F. H. wrote Mr. Justice S. a
note of thanks for it.
June 14: Received two communications from prospective Law students, sent same
over to Dean Pooler.
June 15: Wrote for Penn. Law Rev. no. 4 of Vol 75 – also has 4 + 5 of Vol. 6 of Income
Tax Magazine. Truck man came this A.M.
June 19: wrote for April no. of Vol.13 Iowa Law Rev.
June 22: Truck man came
June 27: Truck man came
June 27: Received communication from prospective law student, sent it over to Dean
Pooler.
June 27: Index for Iowa Law Review Vol. 1-11 came, sent it over to Main Library –
price $1.10
June 30 Truck man came. Received a duplicate copy of 1926 Proceeding of the Bar
Association. This came from the Sec. Mr. Chandler to whom we had written
several times and had never had the courtesy of a reply from him to the
request sent a year or more ago.
July 2: Wrote for missing no. of Boston Law School Review
July 6: Truck man came
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July 6: Ohio State Bar Proceeding for 1925, ‘26, + ‘27
July 13: Truck man came, sent over Ohio St. Bar Pro. for accessioning.
July 20: Truck man came
July 25: Truck man
July 30: Received missing No. 2 Vol. 8 of Boston Law Review which was written for
the first of month.
Aug. 3: Truck man came
Aug. 7: Truck man came
Aug. 11: Truck man came and brought several of bound vols. of the Periodicals and C.
F. H. checked same on list. Also rebound copy of Thompson-Shannon.
Aug. 18: Truck man brought some more of bound volumes of periodicals which are
checked on list sent to bindery.











Summary Oct. 1 Total in
library 5531
Oct. 10 137 Atl. May 19 - July 28 75928 1
256 Pac. June 20 - July 18 75929 1
5 Amer Law Inst Proc. Jan 1 - Je 30
1927
75968 1




" 81- end "
75974 1













2 Current digest Feb. - June 1927 75927 1





Oct 21 Jour. of land + public utility econ. v. 1
no. 2, 4, v. 2 no. 1 - 3
–
154 Tenn. Apr. Dec. term 1926, 1927 76033 1
295 SW Jl 20 - Aug 24 1927 76031 1
U. of T. Magaz. Historical ed. 76013 1
Oct 31 272 U.S. 76176 1
257 Pac. 76163 1
19 Fed. 76162 1






Books in Library Oct. 1
5531
“ added in October
18
“ withdrawn “ ”
0
“ in library Nov. 1
5549
Checks mean cat cds rec’d (non-serials)
“ ” new vols added to cards (serials)
Nov. 3 138 SE Je 11 - Sep. 10 1927 76207 1✓
214 NW Je 24 - Sept. 9 1927 76208 1✓
Wellman Art of cross exam. Rev. ed 1✓
Nash Economics of Public utilities 1✓
Morgan. Study of law 1✓
Waite. Law of sales 1✓
Nov. 14 50 ALR 76339 1✓
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 296 SW Ag 31 - Sep 21 ‛27  76341 1✓
Nov. 22 Cardozo - Nature of the judicial
process
1✓
Cunningham, Textbook of logic 1✓
Caruthers Hist. of a Law Suit, Ed. 5 1✓
Selected essays on the law of torts 1✓
Wigmore, Principles of judicial proof 1✓
Shepherd’s U.S. Citations 3✓
Nov. 25 20 Fed. Sept. 1927 76465 1✓
Pam - supplements 1927 to uniform
State Laws
-✓
Nov. 28 U.S. Code Ann 22 76569 1✓
" " "




" " " 28
sec. 71 - 100; 28 § 101 - 240
76566 2✓
" " " 31 76564 1✓
258 Pac. Sep. 5 - Oct. 3 76563 1✓
42 C.J. 1927 76548 1✓
Dec. 1 Summary






Total in Library Dec 1
5574
Dec 8 Eugenical sterilization in the U.S. ✓
Russell law list 1923 ✓
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Dec 12 Fletcher Cyclopedia corporations 1927
suppl. Callaghan
76818 1✓
Fletcher Cycl. Corporation v. 10, 11 2✓
Stevens. The corporation ... Tenn. 76767 1✓
171 English Report 346.4 Ct. 79 (full
repr) 1927
76994 1✓
Dec 13 Public utilities 1915 - 1926 (each A-F +
dig. exc. 1915 dig. 1920 A) + 1927 A-C
73✓




Chanc. app. v. 1-10
10✓
" "
Common pleas v. 1-10
10✓
" "
Crown cases v. 1-2
2✓
" "









Queen's bench 1, 2, 5-10
8✓
" " Privy
Council app. v. 1-6
6✓
" "
Prob. + Divorce v. 1-3
3✓
" "







" 18 Chancery Div.




(2 v. each yr)
20 ✓





Books in library Dec. 1
5574




In library Jan. 1 192[8]
5789
1928 Check marks indicate cards ok in cat. + shelf list
Jan. 2 113 So. 9 July - 15 Oct. 1927 77213 1✓
Waddell, Specifications + Contracts 1✓
U.S. Supreme Ct. Rules 1918 1✓
Jan. 4 297 SW Sep. 28 - Oct. 26, 1927 77392 1✓
51 ALR 1927 77390 1✓
Jan. 10 157 N.E. Jul. 5 - Oct. 4 1927 76817 1✓





Jan. 13 259 Pac. Oct. 10 - Nov. 14 1927 77600 1✓
Rule in Shelley's Case. from LRA 76867 1✓
138 Atl. Aug 18 - Nov. 17, 27 77637 1✓
8 Standard encyclopedia of procedure 76993 1✓
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Jan. 17 38 - 41 Tenn Bar Ass'n Proc. 77643 1✓
Shepard's U.S. citations (paper)
Jan.1928
1✓
Jan. 24 139 S.E. Sept.17 - Nov 26, 1927 p. 1928 77667 1✓
25 U.S. Code ann. 77684 1✓







36 - 38 77687 1✓
39 77688 1✓
Willis, Introduction to Amer. law 1926 1✓
Royal baking Powder Co. Alum in
baking pwdr, 1927
✓
1927 D Public utilities 77689 1✓
298 SW Nov. 2-Dec. 7, 1927 pub. 1928 77676 1✓
Carnegie Foundation Teaching Bul 20,
1927
1✓




Books in Libr. Jan 1
5789




In Library Feb. 1
5815
Feb. 3 World almanac (317.3) w 42 1928 77978 1✓
111
215 NW 78057 1✓
1928 ALR Blue Book not acc 1✓
1928 Annotation C.J. + Cyc. not acc. 1✓
1927 ALR Blue Book not acc. 1✓
Feb. 9 Pam – Federal Acts by popular names not acc. 1✓
Feb. 16 260 Pac. Nov. 21-Dec. 19, 1927 - 1928 78123 1✓
21 Fed. (2d) Oct. - Dec. 1927 pub 1928 78394 1✓
ALR digest 28 - 51 not acc. 1✓
 273 U.S. Oct term 1926 (Jan - Ap ‛27) 78508 1✓
ALR digest 28 - 45 not acc 1✓
Feb. 24 1 - 2 Page on Wills acc'd 2✓










Books in Library March 1
5824
Mar. 5 299 S.W. Dec. 14 - Jan. 11 27/28 78750 1✓
261 Pac. Dec. 26 - Jan. 16 27/28 78884 1✓
28 U.S. Code Ann. Sec.
451-720
78890 1✓
40 - 42 " " 78891 1✓
43 " "





47- 48 " " 78894-
5
2✓
158 NE. Oct. 11 - Jan. 10, 1928 78934 1✓
Mar. 22 1, 3 3d Decennial 78736
79129
2✓





Descriptive word index 3d decennial,
1926
1✓
2 3d Dec. 1✓
216 N.W. Dec. 23 - Ja 28 1927/28 79089 1✓
140 S.E. Dec. 3 - Jan 28 1927/28 79264 1✓
52 Rept Amer. Bar Ass'n. 1927 79091 1✓
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0 Books in library Apr. 1
5842
[Notecards containing above figures
and following from E.L.O.:]
The book withdrawn was semi-annual
ed. current digest, 1927, superseded by
annual. Miss Bergen asked about
withdrawing this + said if done she
would use its acc. no for something
else – Should it be counted as
withdrawn.
[Reply from Miss Baker:]
Miss Ogden – Answering your question
about [illegible] acc no. of which is to
be used in another. Neither should be
counted since things remain in status
quo. There is no additional acc no. used
and none lost. – Miss B.
Apr. 2 52 ALR 1928 79547 1✓
Public Utility repts. 1927 E c1928 79545 1✓
 114 So Oct 22 - Jan 28 ‛28 79544 1✓
22 Fed. Dec. 1927 - Feb. 1928 78665 1✓
Apr 10 300 SW Jan. 18 - Feb. 8 1928 79806 1✓
U.S. code pam. sup. 1
Apr 17 2 Current digest 1927 (345.5 A511 ) 80120 1✓
Cutler's Tiffany's Form Book 79092 1✓
Walter Henry Sanborn, 1927 1✓
139 Atl Nov. 24 - Feb. 16 ‘27 /28 80122 1✓
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 262 Pac. Jan 23 - Feb. 13 ‛28 80121 1✓
274 U.S. Oct. term 1926 (Apr. 11 - Je 6,
1927)
80123 1✓
U.S. Citations Shepard Apr. 1928 (from
Univ. Library)
1
9 Standard legal directory 1928 1✓
1920 A Pub. utility reports 1✓
1915 Annual Pub. utility reports 1✓
Current digest – semi-annual ed 1927 1
Apr 26 4 - 5 Third Decennial 80403-
4
2✓
159 NE Ja. 17 - Feb. 28, 1928 79810 1✓
Ser. 2 v. 1SW Feb. 15 - Mar 7 1928 80317 1✓
Carnegie library of Pittsburg. Rules for
filing cards
1
Summary for April, 1928
5842
Accessioned books in April
18
Books withdrawn in April
0*
Total in Library on May 1
5860
* On report sent Miss Baker asked if
withdrawal counted.
May 3 Ill state bar ass'n an. report 1927 80318 1✓
N.J. " " " 80320 1✓
May 8 29 N.C. Bar Ass'n Repts acc'd 1✓
32 Md " " Trans " 1✓
1925 Del. " " Yearbook " 1✓
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Check list Bar Ass'n Proc. (tr from Main
Lib) Miss Baker says report this as a
transfer
1✓
1911 Tenn Bar Ass'n Proc. acc'd 1✓
1913 " " "
"
" 1✓
19297 Guernsey, N.J. Regulation of
pub. util. (lect. was at U.T.)
1✓
May 14 53 ALR 80686 1✓
263 Pac. Feb. 20 - Mar 12, 1928 80679 1✓
217 NW Feb. 3 - Mar. 16, 1928 80680 1✓
1927 Tenn. Pub. Acts acc'd 1✓
May 17 6 - 7 Third Decennial 81012-
13
2✓
155 Tenn. 1927 81017 1✓
172 English Rpts Reprint 80706 1✓
23 Fed. (2d Ser.) Feb. - Mar. 1928 81017 1✓
May 18 U.S. Manual for courts martial U.S.
Army
acc'd 1✓
May 24 2 Southwestern (Mar 14-28) 81297 1✓
1912 Tenn Bar Ass'n Proc. cop. 2 80980 1✓
1909 Md State Bar Ass'n Rept. acc'd 1✓
1914 N.C. " " "
Proc.
" 1✓
1912 - 15 Ill State Bar Ass'n Proc. acc’d 4✓









44 U.S.C.A. 1928 81293
21-22 Utah state bar ass'n 1925 - 6 81299 1✓




43 NY " "
"
81460 1✓
25, 27, 28, 30 Va. State Bar Ass'n 4✓
141 S.E. Feb. 4 - Apr. 7, 1928 81507 1✓
Summary for May 1928













June 7 1 Pam. Supp. U.S. Code Anno.
Ravenna Act 1928
1
8 Third Decennial 81850 1✓
140 Atlantic Reporter 81733 1✓
Ju 15 264 Pacific Reporter 81920 1✓
115 Southern Reporter 82079 1✓
" 22 44 Corpus Juris 82181 1✓
7 Supp. R.C.L. 82153 1✓
3 2nd Ser. SouthWestern 82154 1✓
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Summary for June 1928








Total in Library July 1st 1928
5909
July 6 24 Fed. Reporter 2nd series 82211 1✓
11
1 National Rept. Blue Book 82156 1✓
"
13
218 Northwestern Rept. 81228
2
1✓
9 Third Dec. Digest 82264 1✓
"
20
265 Pacific Rept. 82320 1✓
"
25
54 Am.L.R. 82346 1✓
4 (2nd series) Southwestern 82344 1✓
1 (Plump) Judicial Stat. of Foreign Corp
in American Republics
82317 1✓
Looked at Newman' s and office supply
company for receipt books - only found
them for $1.00 C. F. H.
Bought at Newman’s, No. 691 Record
book 75 cts ELO
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Summary for July 1928








Total in Library Aug. 1st 1928
5917
Aug 3 142 SouthEastern 82380 1✓
Fletcher's Corp. Forms 82383 1✓
160 Northeastern 82416 1✓
Ohio St. Bar Ass'n 82312 1✓
U.S. Code Anno. (Constit.) 82416 1✓
33 U.S. Code Anno. (Navigation) 82417 1✓
34 " " "
(Navy)
82418 1✓
46 " " "
(Shipping)
82419 1✓
46 " " "
(Shipping, cont.)
82421 1✓
50 " " "
(War)
82420 1✓
Aug 11 15 California Law Rev. 82519 1✓
33 - 35 Tenn. Bar Ass'n Proc. 1914 -
15
82526 1✓
36 - 37 " " "
(1917 - 18)
82527 1✓
40 Harvard Law Rev. 82577 1✓
12 Cornell Law Quarterly 82597 1✓
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27 Columbia Law Rev. 82605 1✓
2 Indiana Law Jour. 82616 1✓




Aug 18 5 N. Carolina Law Rev. 82663 1✓
6 " " "
"
82664 1✓
5 Texas Law Rev. 82700 1✓
6 " " " 82701 1✓
5 + 6 Tenn. Law Rev. 82719 1✓




15 - 16 Ky Law Jour. 82649 1✓
5 Oregon Law Rev. 82683 1✓
6 " " " 82684 1✓
33 W. Va. Law Qu'rt 82730 1✓
13 Virginia Law Rev. 82739 1✓
141 Atlantic Rept. 82506 1✓
5 Southwest (2nd ser) 82508 1✓
266 Pacific Rept. 82509 1✓
Aug 21 Carnegie Foundation for advancement
of Teaching Bul 21. 1928
1
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Summary for August 1928












Oct. 17 D.R. Jones .50 paid
B.B. Simpson .50 paid
Morton .05 paid
Nov. 12 Neil Brooks .25 paid
Mr. Rogers .25 paid
Wilma Turner .04 paid
McDonald .02 paid
Nov. 23 Mr. Barns .08 paid
26 Neil Brooks .25 paid
Nov. 29 Harry Brown .15 paid
Dec. 17 E.H. Marsh .25 paid
Jan. 23 Neil Brooks .13 paid
Amelia Corkland .13 paid
Jan. 24 Rogers 1.50 paid
Jan. 28 Jones .40 paid
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1st term ok with cash Feb. 28 4.50
Mar. 14 Jones .13 paid
Mar. 16 Frazier .25 paid
Mar. 27 Jones .25 paid
Apr. 9 H.H. Chitwood 1.10 paid
Apr. 17 H.H. Chitwood .42 paid
Apr. 20 Robt. Jones .08 paid
April 20 Taken to Main Libr. $5.00 6.73
- 5.00
1.73
Apr. 26 Mr. Armstron .02 paid
May 16 Mr. Crosby 1.30 excused
May 22 Robert Kennerly .25 paid
May 26 Robert Jones .40 excused







Taken to Main Libr.
Wed. May 30. Does
not include Robt.
Jones .25
